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Hurricanes defense key to 5-2 win over Wild, but Canes’ Max Pacioretty injured again 

By Chip Alexander 

The Carolina Hurricanes were about 19 seconds away from 
a satisfying 5-2 win Thursday over the Minnesota Wild when 
everything changed, in a flash.  

Forward Max Pacioretty, looking to pass from behind the 
Wild net, suffered a non-contact injury, grabbing the back of 
his right leg, grimacing in pain. Pacioretty, who suffered an 
Achilles tendon tear to the leg in preseason and underwent 
surgery, had to be helped off the ice, not able to put any 
weight on the leg.  

For a winning team, the Canes’ locker room was a somber 
place after the game. The players were somber. Canes 
coach Rod Brind’Amour was somber.  

“It didn’t look good,” Brind’Amour said. “I mean, we don’t 
know, but it doesn’t look good. Hopefully it’s not as bad as 
we think, but I’m not too optimistic right now.”  

Pacioretty missed the first 38 games of the season as he 
recovered from the initial tear, jumping into the lineup Jan. 5. 
He played four games — scoring three goals — before 
another injury against Columbus kept him out for two games. 

He was back and ready Thursday. Now this. 

“We’ll have tomorrow to pick up the pieces and move on,” 
Brind’Amour said. “Right now, it’s tough to be too happy 
about a win when you know more than likely what’s 
happening here.”  

Until the late injury, the Canes (28-9-8) had put together 
some solid hockey against a good team.  

Goaltender Frederik Andersen, starting for the third time in 
four games, did his job in outdueling the Wild’s Marc-Andre 
Fleury. Andersen was at his best during a five-minute Wild 
power play in the third after an undisciplined Andrei 
Svechnikov penalty. 

The Canes’ defensemen continued to find the net as Brent 
Burns, Brady Skjei and Jalen Chatfield all scored. And an 
improving penalty kill produced another shorthanded goal as 
Teuvo Teravainen scored after a hustling Chatfield play and 
setup pass -- Chatfield with his first multi-point NHL game in 
being named the game’s first star.  

The Canes’ power play was hit and miss, but Skjei’s 10th of 
the season came with the man advantage in the second 
period and Martin Necas scored a power-play in the third off 
a Seth Jarvis pass. Necas had a goal and two assists.  

The Wild (25-15-4), which edged the Canes in their first 
game in mid-November, came to PNC Arena with a three-
game winning streak and scored the game’s first goal as 
forward Kirill Kaprizov tapped in a rebound on a second-
period power play — the 100th goal of his career. 

Matt Boldy scored on a breakaway in the third after Carolina 
had built the lead to 5-1 on the Necas goal.  

Another downside for the Canes: Svechnikov banging the 
Wild’s Brandon Duhaime into the boards from behind in the 
third. Svechnikov picked up a five-minute major, a game 
misconduct and headed to the locker room, his night over.  

“He’s got to be smarter,” Brind’Amour said. “I know how 
competitive he is but we’re up by three and that’s not a time 
you can think about being physical. He’s got to learn. He’s 
got to dial it down.” 

Takeaways from the game  

▪ For a big man — and Andersen has the size of a tight end 
at 6-4 and 238 pounds — he has an economy of movement 
when he’s dialed in. And he’s dialed in. “Amazing,” Skjei 
said. “He was rock-solid back there.”  

▪ Some players are natural goal scorers and the Wild’s 
Kaprizov is one of the NHL’s best. Every time the puck is on 
his stick the Russian forward has that dangerous feel to him. 
And the puck seems to find him, too..  

▪ Svechnikov, headed to the All-Star Game, had two assists 
Thursday but has yet to score a goal in 2023. That’s nine 
straight games without one, leaving him stuck on 19 for the 
season.  

▪ Teravainen started the game on the fourth line but 
Brind’Amour may soon have to move No. 86 back to Aho’s 
line. Maybe drop Seth Jarvis down for a few games.  

▪ Before the Pacioretty injury, another scary moment for 
Brind’Amour was seeing Brett Pesce go down to the ice late 
in the second after the puck hit Jordan Staal’s skate, then hit 
Pesce in the face.  

▪ Rough night for Wild’s Ryan Hartman. He took an 
undisciplined 10-minute misconduct penalty in the first. In the 
second period, he inadvertently kicked the stick out of 
Fleury’s hand before Burns tied the score 1-1 with a 
forehand-to-backhand shot. 
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Stunned Hurricanes expecting the worst after Max Pacioretty’s injury against the Wild 

By Luke DeCock 

In the place of the laughter and celebration that would 
normally fill the locker room after such a resounding win, 
there was the smash of heavy weights hitting the floor, 
imbued with anger. There were somber, quiet conversations 
between teammates in the hallway, a steady stream of 
players ducking briefly into the training room and emerging 
with faces blank.  

Max Pacioretty was in there, and everyone feared the worst. 
There is bad luck in hockey, when your goalie knocks the 
puck into his own net or a puck pings off a skate and up into 
someone’s face. And then there is this, something so far 
beyond it feels like malevolent intervention.  

Two weeks after Pacioretty returned to the ice, triumphantly, 
after a five-month rehabilitation of the Achilles tendon he tore 
in August, he was helped back off of it, that same right leg 
dangling below him, that same brutal injury once again 
hovering over the Carolina Hurricanes like an evil spectre.  

No one was saying that Pacioretty tore that same Achilles 
when he changed direction next to his net with 19.2 seconds 
to play in a 5-2 win over the Minnesota Wild, immediately 
grabbing at that leg. But no one was saying he didn’t, either.  

“It doesn’t look good,” Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour 
said. “I mean, we don’t know. But it doesn’t look good.” 

And then: “We’re going to have to come back tomorrow and 
pick up the pieces and move on. That’s the nature of the 
game. But right now it’s tough to be too happy about a win 
when you know what is more than likely happening here.”  

That doesn’t sound like a coach expecting Friday’s MRI to 
tell him something he doesn’t already fear deep in his soul. 
That sounds like a coach coming to terms with the grim 
reality that the player whose return they so long awaited — 
the missing link, their pseudo-deadline addition to put them 
over the top — was out again, and this time for the duration.  

In the five games he played for the Hurricanes, missing the 
previous two before Thursday with a seemingly unrelated 
ankle injury, Pacioretty had three goals and was a constant 
threat — in short, everything the 34-year-old promised to 
deliver when the Hurricanes picked him up for nothing from 
the cap-strapped Vegas Golden Knights over the summer, 
before the off-ice workout that changed everything.  

“We know what kind of player he is,” Brind’Amour said. “We 
got a glimpse of it, and that was exciting. It’s the kind of 
player we needed. A guy that can put the puck in the net. 
Hopefully it’s not as bad as we think but I’m not too optimistic 
right now.”  

It took an arduous, grueling rehabilitation to get back on the 
ice ahead of schedule. And now he may face all of that 
again.  

“After seeing how much work he’s put in to this point, we’re 
just thinking about him right now,” Hurricanes defenseman 
Brady Skjei said. 

Now, the Hurricanes will almost certainly have to go back to 
the drawing board ahead of the March 3 trade deadline. 
They had a third-pairing defenseman on their shopping list, 
maybe one who could help the power play (although Skjei 
looked pretty good in that role Thursday). Now, if they have 
Pacioretty’s $7 million to spend, they can think about getting 
into the deep end of the pool. Bo Horvat. Dylan Larkin. 
Patrick Kane. Vladimir Tarasenko. Given the way their 
offense has struggled at times, they may need to go that big.  

But that wasn’t on anyone’s mind Thursday night, what 
Pacioretty’s injury might mean for the Hurricanes. All anyone 
could think about, in the minutes that followed, was what it 
might mean for Pacioretty.  

“We’re just praying and hoping it’s not what he just went 
through, but it didn’t look good,” Hurricanes forward Jordan 
Martinook said. “I feel sick right now, honestly. We’ll see. I 
don’t know. It’s terrible.” 

The pall was inescapable. It’s not life and death, but it is 
something that will take a moment to grieve, for a hockey 
team that had finally fully welcomed Pacioretty into the group 
and begun, however briefly, to enjoy his unique gifts and 
what they might mean for them collectively. Now, they may 
once again have to readjust to life without him.  

“Tonight, you need to feel this way,” Brind’Amour said. “And 
then tomorrow, we have to regroup. We have a new day and 
we have to re-focus.”  

The Hurricanes went through the first half of the season 
expecting Pacioretty back at some point. Unless they get 
miraculous news Friday morning, they’re expecting to go 
through the second half without him. 
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Why your NHL team should make a trade deadline blockbuster 

By Sean McIndoe 
 
Will your team make a blockbuster between now and this 
year’s deadline? I don’t mean a minor addition or even a 
traditional pick-for-rental for move. I’m talking big and bold, 
the sort of move that makes fans around the league stop 
what they’re doing and stare at a screen with jaws dropping 
and eyes bulging. Creative, gutsy, confident. Will your team 
do something like that? 
 
Of course not. Your team is run by an NHL GM, the timidest 
and most risk-averse creature in all of pro sports. Your team 
will tinker at best, or maybe just mumble about running out of 
time and not wanting to disrupt the room. 
 
But should your team pull off a blockbuster? Yes! Or at least, 
you could make the case. In fact, that’s what we’re going to 
do today. 
 
We’ve got 32 teams, and 32 reasons for their GMs to swing 
for the fences. We’ll have some overlap, some unique 
situations and some cases that are tougher than others. Let’s 
run through this one by one and see if we can convince 
anyone to get out of their comfort zone and make the big 
move. 
 
Anaheim Ducks 
 
The Ducks are admittedly a bit of a tough place to start 
because they did so much dealing last year, leaving behind a 
stripped-down roster that is very bad. Still, you’ve got a 
bunch of veteran defensemen on expiring deals, highlighted 
by John Klingberg. I’m not sure if moving all of them counts 
as a blockbuster, but maybe there’s a way to combine that 
with laundering everyone else’s big-contract trades. 
 
Arizona Coyotes 
 
Look, you guys went for it in the Connor McDavid draft and 
the lottery screwed you. Then you lost your nerve when it 
came to a once-in-a-lifetime shot at a local boy in Auston 
Matthews. Now it’s Connor Bedard, and this may literally be 
the make-or-break moment for the franchise. Teams like 
Chicago might want Bedard, but you guys need him, and if 
that means the biggest and most blatant strip-mining of a 
roster the league has ever seen then that’s what you do. 
 
Jakob Chychrun is the starting point, but Karel Vejmelka 
needs to go too before he ruins the whole plan. Package 
them together, mix in Shayne Gostisbehere, eat half the 
salary and take back some bad deals, and you’ve solved 
some contender’s back-end problems in one mega-deal. 
Then trade for every expiring bad contract in the league and 
ice a Timbits intermission roster for the rest of the season. 
This is your last shot at this, there are no half-measures. 

 
Boston Bruins 
 
Yes, the season is going great, and it would be easy to say 
“now’s not the time.” But it’s exactly the time, because this 
might be it for the Patrice Bergeron era. David Pastrnak too, 
if we’re thinking worst-case. You have a new coach whose 
message is still resonating, a goalie having a career year, a 
bunch of veterans playing great, and no prospects on the 
way. All the chips go into the middle right now. 
 
Buffalo Sabres 
 
The fans deserve it. Tage Thompson deserves it. And maybe 
most important of all: You guys are just weirdly good at 
midseason trades. They’re how you got Pat LaFontaine, 
Danny Briere and Rene Robert. You turned the Jack Eichel 
mess into a win. Even the Ryan Miller trade worked out OK. 
And if that’s not enough, we’re coming up on the 30-year 
anniversary of your 1993 trade for Grant Fuhr, and that trade 
directly preceded eight years of the greatest goaltending in 
franchise history. That last sentence is factually correct, don’t 
think too hard about it. 
 
Calgary Flames 
 
We know you have it in you, because you made the 
summer’s biggest blockbuster. That was part of an offseason 
that was meant to keep you contending. But right now you’re 
barely holding down a playoff spot, and that’s with a bunch of 
contracts that we know won’t age well. It’s time to shake 
things up. And as an added bonus: If you make a big move 
to secure a playoff spot, that could mean you’re taking it from 
Edmonton, which would make their entire fan base weep 
openly. 
 
Carolina Hurricanes 
 
The Metro still looks like it’s yours to lose, even as you’ve 
looked a little vulnerable this month. You certainly don’t need 
me to tell you to think outside of the box, but with a ton of 
UFAs, there’s both urgency and some potential cap flexibility. 
Suggestion: Start by doing that thing where you figure out 
which one of your goalies is secretly bad and trade him to 
some team that doesn’t know that yet. 
 
Chicago Blackhawks 
 
You know what to do. You’ve known it all along. Any shame 
or remorse is already baked in. Now it’s time to finish the job. 
That means Patrick Kane, Jonathan Toews, Max Domi and 
anyone else who can tie their own skates. You’re fighting for 
last place, it’s one of the most top-heavy draft years ever, 
and Gary Bettman is already drawing Blackhawks logos on 
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ping-pong balls that he can “accidentally” drop into the lottery 
bin. Finish this. 
 
Colorado Avalanche 
 
Lots of teams around the league are hoping their core is 
good enough to win. You know that yours is. But injuries and 
an uninspired first half have put the playoffs in legitimate 
danger, and missing would be an absolute disaster. Flags fly 
forever, and you’ll note that the “flags” is plural. You’ve got 
one more year of Nathan MacKinnon’s sweetheart deal 
offering up bonus cap space, and this roster wasn’t built to 
only win once. Every team in the league is terrified that the 
Avs will load up, so do it now and figure out how to pay the 
bill later. 
 
Columbus Blue Jackets 
 
It’s been a disappointing season after a surprisingly 
successful summer. But that doesn’t mean it’s OK to stand 
pat, because … OK, look, some of these are easier than 
others. Ideally, the Blue Jackets can’t do much besides pray 
to the lottery gods and probably trade Gustav Nyquist and 
Vladislav Gavrikov, who is this year’s annual “guy you’d 
barely heard of but will apparently now fetch a first-round 
pick” (i.e. The Ben Chiarot Trophy). Is that even close to a 
blockbuster? No, so Jack Roslovic has to go too. Sorry, I 
don’t make the rules. 
 
Dallas Stars 
 
The Stars have a good team, but it’s not an especially young 
one beyond a few key pieces. They’ve got Jason Robertson 
on a cheap deal, Joe Pavelski as the league’s best 
remaining OGWAC, Ryan Suter still chugging along at 
almost 38, and Jake Oettinger having the sort of season we 
know can’t be taken for granted. Most importantly, the Avs 
are on the ropes, so the division and maybe conference titles 
are right there for the taking. Even without a first-round pick, 
you should absolutely be in on any and all big names who 
shake free. 
 
Detroit Red Wings 
 
Look, I love Steve Yzerman, but this isn’t working. We’re into 
Year 4 of the most patient rebuild of the cap era and the 
progress has been minimal. Of the three biggest trade 
acquisitions Yzerman has made, two have been put on 
waivers this year. Dylan Larkin isn’t signed yet, and it’s 
increasingly seeming like he won’t be. Enough with the slow-
and-steady approach that isn’t going anywhere. Trade Larkin 
for as much as you can get. 
 
Edmonton Oilers 
 
(Against a backdrop of Connor McDavid slicing through the 
entire league with a samurai sword while frantically yelling 
“HELP ME” at Ken Holland.) You know what, it’s probably 
fine, stay the course and play it safe. 
 
Florida Panthers 
 

You have a 120-point team that’s about to miss the playoffs, 
and you don’t even own your first-round pick so you can’t 
tank. Your long-suffering fan base had to wait 25 years for a 
championship-caliber team, only to watch them get sand 
kicked in their face by their big brother in Tampa … twice. 
Failure can’t be an option, so even if the chances are slim, 
it’s time to make it clear to the league that everything is on 
the table. 
 
Los Angeles Kings 
 
The rebuild has been nice but it’s time to win a round or two. 
We all love Jonathan Quick, but it’s OK to admit that he’s 
bad now, meaning you’d have to trust your playoff run to 
Pheonix Copley. Should you upgrade the goaltending, or 
focus on the blue line? Both. Check the Coyotes entry and 
thank me later. 
 
Minnesota Wild 
 
I’m still not sure how a team can be in buyout cap hell and 
have lots of cap space at the same time, and I’m not ruling 
out someone at CapFriendly forgetting to carry the two. All 
the more reason to strike now before somebody figures it 
out. Trade Matt Dumba to one of the many teams needing 
blue-line help, and you’ve suddenly got all the room in the 
world to go after pretty much any big name. 
 
The West is wide open and it’s been 20 years since your one 
trip out of the second round. Playing it safe would be the 
most Minnesota Wild thing ever, but there’s no way Bill 
Guerin goes that way, right? It’s one thing to dream of big-
name Cup-winning deadline rentals; he actually was one. 
 
Montreal Canadiens 
 
You’ve already put half the team in the LTIR, so we can all 
see what direction this is headed. There’s absolutely no 
reason not to be willing to move anyone on the roster who 
isn’t named Cole or Nick, and while you’d have to package a 
bunch of them together to reach blockbuster status, that’s an 
option too. Besides, I’ve heard that sometimes the picks you 
trade for can end up being worth more than you expected. 
 
Nashville Predators 
 
There are times to buy big and times to sell big, and right 
now in Nashville, it’s certainly one of those times. No, 
seriously, pick either one. Just do something, because right 
now the Predators look like the prototype of a mushy middle 
team, for now and into the future. It’s time for David Poile to 
either throw good money after bad, or tap out and regroup. 
Spending the next five years as the easy first-round matchup 
for real contenders is no way to live. 
 
New Jersey Devils 
 
The Devils are this year’s rebuilding team that makes the 
unexpected leap into at least quasi-contention. Inevitably, 
those teams figure they’re playing with house money, are 
happy to just get into the playoffs, and make an early exit. 
Forget that. You’ve won one playoff game in 10 years and 
the stars are aligning perfectly this season. Sure, nobody 
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thinks Tom Fitzgerald has the cap room to make a major 
move, but that’s why these guys get paid the big bucks. Pull 
it off, and Devils fans promise to chant “Sorry Tommy” at the 
next home game. 
 
New York Islanders 
 
Lou Lamoriello built this roster to win now, and the eventual 
rebuild will be rough. All the more reason to push forward 
now, especially with Ilya Sorokin playing fantastic on a 
bargain deal that’s almost up. You’ve got Semyon Varlamov 
on an expiring contract, all your picks to work with, and a GM 
who’s 110 years old with 18 Cup rings and less than zero 
patience. 
 
New York Rangers 
 
Patrick Kane is the obvious target, assuming he wants to be 
moved. If not, the Rangers should be in on any other big 
name available. You’ve got two first-round picks right now; 
once the deadline passes, that number should be zero. Hell, 
trade Kaapo Kakko while he still has some value. As an old 
team from the mists of history once taught me, sometimes 
you can’t end a Cup drought without pulling off a monster 
trade. 
 
Ottawa Senators 
 
Hot Pierre Summer might turn into Unemployed GM Spring if 
new owners arrive to find a team running out of the string yet 
again. Even if you want to put the GM’s job security aside, 
you can’t let Brady Tkachuk, Tim Stützle and Thomas 
Chabot get to a combined 15 NHL seasons without ever 
playing so much as a meaningful game. You’ve been talking 
about trading for a top-pair defenseman for three years. 
Enough talk, do it. 
 
Philadelphia Flyers 
 
Listen to me carefully: Blockade whichever mush-brained 
Comcast big shot still thinks you don’t need to rebuild in the 
executive bathroom, then trade everyone with a pulse. 
 
Pittsburgh Penguins 
 
We can argue over whether the Penguins should have 
doubled down on the core to try to squeeze one more Cup 
run out of the Sidney Crosby era. But they did, and there’s 
no point getting cold feet now. The cap is tight, but there are 
expiring deals to dump and tanking teams willing to take 
them, so it can be done. 
 
Put it this way: Back in 1996, the Penguins didn’t add any 
big-name help for what turned out to be Mario Lemieux’s 
best chance at one more championship, then fell one 
agonizing win short of the final. Then again, if they hadn’t 
held onto their high picks that year they would have missed 
out on Craig Hillier, Pavel Skrbek, Boyd Kane and Boris 
Protsenko, so … 
 
San Jose Sharks 
 

This next paragraph is only for Mike Grier, anyone else is 
legally forbidden to read it. 
 
Mike, it’s Sean. We need to talk about the Erik Karlsson 
thing. You’re handling it great so far, making it sound like you 
want a massive haul for him. That’s exactly the right play 
because the anchoring effect is real and you never know if 
some team will panic and overpay. But between us, that 
probably won’t happen, so it’s time to start thinking about a 
more realistic scenario where you don’t get a ransom in 
return but do get out from under four more years of the 
biggest cap hit any defenseman has ever had. He’s 
delivering an unexpected renaissance season and lots of 
teams need blue-line help right now. Find one, pretend like 
you’re reluctantly lowering the price to let Karlsson chase a 
Cup, and then make the deal for whatever you can get. I 
suspect that’s already the plan, but figured I’d check in just in 
case. 
 
Seattle Kraken 
 
You’re not going to shoot 12 percent every year, and the 
Oilers and Flames won’t be shaky every year, and Dave 
Hakstol won’t be Scotty Bowman every year. But all of those 
things are happening this year, so scrap the patient long-
term plan and let all these new fans learn how much fun a 
long playoff run can be. Your goaltending stinks and the 
defense is so-so, but you have a million draft picks to offer a 
tanking team. The Kings are already on the phone to Arizona 
but you’ve still got time to outbid them. 
 
St. Louis Blues 
 
This isn’t your year, and it’s time for a reset. That means 
pending UFAs Vladimir Tarasenko and Ryan O’Reilly both 
have to go once they’re healthy, with whatever retained 
salary it takes to maximize the return. Doug Armstrong 
knows the drill, from both sides, so the Blues feel like one of 
the few teams that might not even need me to sell them on 
something big. 
 
Tampa Bay Lightning 
 
Tampa, can we talk? I love outside-the-box thinking, but over 
the last few years, you guys have drifted a little too far into 
the “get a cheap third-liner at the deadline” gimmick. You 
mustn’t be afraid to dream a little bigger, darling. Your stars 
are pushing 30, you gave all your depth guys eight-year 
deals for some reason, and there’s no prospect help on the 
way, so the future looks bleak and there may not be many 
kicks left at the Stanley Cup can. Granted, you have no cap 
room, but it’s not like that’s ever stopped you before. 
 
Toronto Maple Leafs 
 
If you lose in the first round again then literally everyone at 
MLSE is getting fired except for that one part-time popcorn 
vendor, and he’s getting his hours cut. If Kyle Dubas doesn’t 
show up to the deadline with every pick and prospect the 
team has ever had like he’s Captain America at the end of 
“Avengers: Endgame” then I don’t know what to tell you. 
 
Vancouver Canucks 
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Jim Rutherford has already said he’s trading Bo Horvat, and 
there’s been lots of talk of Brock Boeser. Here’s a name you 
don’t hear much: J.T. Miller. His extension hasn’t kicked in 
yet, he has no trade protection, and this may be your last 
chance to move on from an extension that was a mistake. 
Yes, it might look bad to trade a guy who just made a long-
term commitment to your team. It also looks bad to publicly 
humiliate a beloved coach for months on end, but apparently 
Rutherford isn’t here to win congeniality points. 
 
Vegas Golden Knights 
 
It’s in the league bylaws somewhere that the Knights have to 
do something crazy every season. Who am I kidding, you’ve 
probably already traded for Artemi Panarin and just haven’t 
announced it yet. 
 
Washington Capitals 
 
In a year where lots of us were ready to write them off, the 
Caps are right in the mix. You weren’t sure if Nicklas 
Backstrom would even play again, but he’s back, and 

Alexander Ovechkin is still chugging along at 37. Is this the 
very last year they have a chance at competing for a Cup 
before an inevitable implosion? Maybe not, but some seller 
out there is probably willing to bet on your upcoming doom, 
so let’s dangle that 2024 first-rounder for blue-line help and 
see who bites. 
 
Winnipeg Jets 
 
I know that big gutsy trades aren’t exactly Kevin 
Cheveldayoff’s vibe, but everything is falling into place for the 
Jets this year. You have a Vezina-caliber goalie doing 
Vezina things, a veteran coach working magic, a 27-year-old 
defenseman making the leap to the Norris conversation that 
could be temporary, and one of your best forwards may or 
may not have “2023-24 Habs” tattooed on his chest. Oh, and 
the team that owns the division is having one of those once-
a-decade wobbles that clears a path for someone else. 
 
Your fan base has seen three playoff wins in 35 years. The 
door is cracked right now, and you owe it to the fans to do 
whatever it takes to finally kick it open. 

 
Hurricanes’ Max Pacioretty suffers another leg injury vs. Wild, will undergo MRI on Friday 

By Michael Russo 

Max Pacioretty, who made his Carolina Hurricanes debut on 
Jan. 5 after sustaining a right Achilles tendon tear during off-
ice training in August, appeared to suffer an injury to the 
same leg with 19 seconds left in Carolina’s 5-2 victory 
Thursday over the Minnesota Wild. Here’s what you need to 
know: 

- Pacioretty, who had scored three goals in four games 
before missing the previous two games with a lower-body 
injury, had the puck behind the goal line and hit the brakes to 
make a pass when his leg appeared to give out on him. 

- He crumpled to the ice, grabbed for the back of his leg and 
eventually had to be helped off the ice and down the tunnel 
while putting no weight on his leg. 

- Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour said after the game: “It 
doesn’t look good. I mean, we don’t know. But it doesn’t look 
good.” 

- Brind’Amour said Pacioretty, 34, will undergo an MRI on 
Friday. 

Backstory 

In a salary cap dump last July, the Vegas Golden Knights 
traded the 2012 Masterton Trophy winner and 2014 U.S. 
Olympian to the Hurricanes for future considerations. 

Pacioretty has 326 goals and 645 points in 855 career 
games. 

What they’re saying 

“We know what kind of player he is,” Brind’Amour said. “We 
got a glimpse of it, and that was exciting. It’s the kind of 
player we needed. A guy that can put the puck in the net. 
Hopefully, it’s not as bad as we think, but I’m not too 
optimistic right now. 

“We’re going to have to come back (Friday) and pick up the 
pieces and move on. That’s the nature of the game. But right 
now it’s tough to be too happy about a win when you know 
what is more than likely happening here.” 
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Hurricanes top Wild, lose Pacioretty to injury 

By Cory Lavalette 
 
RALEIGH — Despite a 5-2 win over the Wild, the Hurricanes’ 
locker room was somber on Thursday following Max 
Pacioretty being helped off the ice with 19 seconds 
remaining after appearing to reinjure the Achilles tendon just 
two weeks after returning to make his Carolina debut. 
 
“It doesn’t look good, but we don’t know,” Hurricanes coach 
Rod Brind’Amour said of Pacioretty, who was hurt when he 
made a move alone below the goal line during an end-of-
game power play. 
 
“We’re going to have to tomorrow pick up the pieces and 
move on,” Brind’Amour added. “I mean, that’s just the nature 
of the game. But right now it’s tough to be too happy about a 
win when you know what more than likely is happening 
here.” 
 
Pacioretty has played just five games with the Hurricanes 
since coming over in a trade from Vegas, returning Jan. 5 
and then scoring three goals in his next three games. He 
missed Carolina’s last two games with an unrelated lower-
body injury but returned Thursday and played on the top line 
with Sebastian Aho and Seth Jarvis. 
 
Now it looks like Carolina will have to move forward without 
the six-time 30-goal scorer. 
 
“It definitely put a damper on the win a little bit,” said 
Hurricanes defenseman Brady Skjei, who scored his career-
high 10th goal of the season and added an assist in the win. 
“After seeing how much work he’s put into this point, we’re 
just thinking about him right now. It was just really, really 
tough to see.” 
 
After an opening period that featured three failed Carolina 
power plays — the last of which was immediately followed by 
a breakaway for the Wild’s Matt Boldy as he came out of the 
box that denied by Frederik Andersen (29 saves) — and 
goals by Minnesota’s Kirill Kaprizov and Carolina’s Brent 
Burns, the Hurricanes’ special teams took over. 
 
Skjei, playing as the lone defenseman on one of the power 
play units for the first time since coming to Carolina nearly 

three years ago, snapped a shot past Marc-Andre Fleury (24 
saves) to give the Hurricanes their first lead at 13:33 of the 
middle frame. 
 
Carolina didn’t trail again. 
 
Less than three minutes after the Hurricanes took the lead, 
Teuvo Teravainen scored on a slow-developing shorthanded 
rush off a pass from Jalen Chatfield. Then Chatfield got the 
first multipoint game of his NHL career, scoring his fifth goal 
of the season on a snap shot from the point at 2:13 of the 
third for a 4-1 lead. 
 
The power play got its second goal — and Skjei his first 
power play assist in his 185th game with Carolina — when 
Seth Jarvis set up Martin Necas for his 18th goal of the year 
on the Hurricanes’ fifth consecutive goal at 5:27. 
 
After Boldy got a goal nearly two minutes later, Carolina 
forward Andrei Svechnikov received a five-minute major for 
cross-checking with 8:27 left in regulation. 
 
But the Hurricanes killed off all five minutes to end any 
chance of a Wild comeback. 
 
“That shorthanded (goal by Teravainen) was the one that put 
us by a couple,” Brind’Amour said, “and the kill was actually 
really good tonight. Obviously killed the last one on the five-
minute (penalty).” 
 
But the game ended with a thud when Pacioretty crumbled to 
the ice and had to be assisted to the locker room, putting no 
weight on his surgically repaired right leg. 
 
“You need to feel this way,” Brind’Amour said of the 
atmosphere surrounding Pacioretty’s injury. “And then 
tomorrow we have to regroup and, like I said, it’s, ‘OK, now 
we have a new day and we’ve got to refocus.’ 
 
“But right now this is how you should feel.” 
 
Notes: Wild defenseman Matt Dumba, who has been in trade 
rumors, was a healthy scratch. …  Despite earning the most 
Twitter votes among Metropolitan Division players, Necas did 
not earn an All-Star Game spot.
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Recap: Canes Score Five Consecutive To Beat Wild 

Svechnikov, Necas, Chatfield, and Skjei all record multi-point 
nights 

By Walt Ruff 

RALEIGH, NC. - The Carolina Hurricanes earned a quality 
win on Thursday, taking a 5-2 victory from the Minnesota 
Wild. 
 
The Story 
 
Returning to game action for the first time in four days, the 
Canes squandered a big opportunity to take control of the 
contest in the first period. Gifted three power play 
opportunities, the home side went 0/3, overcomplicating their 
efforts and struggling to hit the net. 
 
And so as play moved to the second scoreless, it was then 
ironically Minnesota who opened the evening's scoring on 
their first man advantage. Kirill Kaprizov stuffed one by 
Frederik Andersen, etching his 100th NHL goal. 
 
With momentum fully on their side, it felt as if the Wild were 
in a prime position to take control of the contest. Instead, a 
response for Carolina just 1:50 later completely flipped the 
game in favor of the home team. 
 
During a sequence where Marc-Andre Fleury was without a 
stick, Andrei Svechnikov set up Brent Burns for a game-
evening tally. 
 
The goal served as the first of what would become five 
consecutive markers for Carolina, who advanced their lead 
to 3-1 before the end of the second frame. A power play goal 
from Brady Skjei and a shorthanded marker from Teuvo 
Teravainen just 3:49 apart then ignited Carolina's special 
teams, planting them firmly in front. 
 
In the third, Jalen Chatfield recorded his fourth goal in his 
last eight games, and Martin Necas netted the Canes' 
second power play goal of the evening to make it 5-1. 
  
Minnesota was able to find twine once more before the final 
horn, but that would conclude the evening's scoring. 
 
However, before the game could reach the final horn, an 
event that seemingly overshadowed the game's final score 
transpired. While on the power play inside the final minute, 
forward Max Pacioretty went down with a non-contact injury. 

Needing to be helped off the ice, the veteran forward 
appeared to be unable to put any weight on his right leg. 
 
Pacioretty was playing in just his fifth contest of the season 
after missing the start to the season with an Achilles injury. 
#67 made his team debut on January 5 against Nashville, 
but did not play in either of the team's contests over the 
weekend due to a lower-body injury unrelated to the one that 
caused him to miss the first three months of the season. 
  
They Said It 
 
Rod Brind'Amour, immediately post-game regarding the 
injury to Pacioretty... 
 
"It doesn't look good. I mean, we don't know, but it doesn't 
look good... Hopefully it's not as bad as we think, but I'm not 
too optimistic right now." 
 
Brind'Amour on Frederik Andersen, who stopped 29 en route 
to the victory... 
 
"That was maybe the best game he's played for us. He's 
played some really good games, but we were giving up too 
many good ones. But timely saves are so important and he 
looked really good in there tonight." 
 
Brady Skjei on setting a new career-high with his 10th goal of 
the season... 
 
"It's a goal that I've been shooting for for a little bit. It's nice to 
hit that. I just want to keep moving forward and keep 
shooting the puck... I feel like I've been fortunate to be in 
some good situations to be able to put the puck into the net. 
There have been some great screens by the forwards and 
I've been lucky enough to put them in lately." 
 
Bonus Notes 
 
Frederik Andersen moves to 3-0 since returning from injury 
last Thursday, after missing over two months with a lower-
body injury. 
The Canes advance to 28-9-8 with the victory. 
  
What's Next? 
 
The Canes are scheduled to practice and fly to New York on 
Friday ahead of a Saturday evening matchup against the 
Islanders. 
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Andersen makes 29 saves, Hurricanes end Wild’s 3-game winning streak 

Pacioretty injured in last minute; Kaprizov gets 100th goal for 
Minnesota 

By Kurt Dusterberg 

RALEIGH, N.C. -- Frederik Andersen made 29 saves, and 
the Carolina Hurricanes defeated the Minnesota Wild 5-2 at 
PNC Arena on Thursday. 

Andersen has won three straight starts since returning Jan. 
12 from a lower-body injury that caused him to miss 29 
games. 

"That was his best game, maybe, that he's played for us," 
Carolina coach Rod Brind'Amour said. "We were giving up 
too many good ones. Timely saves are so important. He 
looked really good in there." 

Jalen Chatfield, Brady Skjei and Martin Necas each had a 
goal and an assist, and Teuvo Teravainen scored short-
handed for the Hurricanes (28-9-8), who are 3-0-1 in their 
past four games. 

Carolina forward Max Pacioretty left the game with 20 
seconds remaining in the third period. He grabbed his right 
leg after making a pass in the offensive zone and required 
help leaving the ice. The 34-year-old missed the previous 
two games with a lower-body injury and the first 38 this 
season due to an Achilles injury. 

"It doesn't look good, but we don't know," Brind'Amour said. 
"We know what kind of player he is, and we got a glimpse of 
it. [His return] was exciting; it's the kind of player we needed. 
Hopefully it's not as bad as we think, but I'm not too 
optimistic right now." 

Kirill Kaprizov scored his 100th NHL goal, and Marc-Andre 
Fleury made 24 saves for the Wild (25-15-4), who won their 
previous three games.  

Minnesota was assessed seven minor penalties in the game, 
including three in the first period, and was 5-for-7 on the 
penalty kill. 

"It put us on our heels," Wild coach Dean Evason said. 
"Then we still get through it and still played well, but [the 
penalties] kept coming. Obviously, they get enough looks 
and they're going to score some goals." 

Kaprizov gave Minnesota a 1-0 lead with a power-play goal 
at 7:11 of the second period, scoring on the rebound at the 

right post after Andersen stopped Mats Zuccarello on a 
sharp-angle shot. 

"I think 5-on-5 we were actually pretty good," Wild forward 
Joel Eriksson Ek said. "For us to get the lead, then they have 
to chase a little bit.” 

Brent Burns tied it 1-1 at 9:07 when he skated down from the 
point and scored on a backhand after receiving a pass from 
Andrei Svechnikov. 

Skjei gave the Hurricanes a 2-1 lead with a power-play goal 
at 13:33, scoring glove side with a wrist shot from the right 
point through traffic. It was his career-high 10th goal of the 
season. 

"That's a goal I've been shooting for a little bit here," Skjei 
said of reaching double digits. "Nice to hit that. I just want to 
keep moving forward, keep shooting the puck." 

Teravainen scored short-handed on a 3-on-2 after receiving 
a pass from Chatfield to extend it to 3-1 at 17:22.  

"Obviously, you don't want to let in goals short-handed [but] 
that happens sometimes," Zuccarello said. "We're out there, 
we're not happy about it. They score goals and we don't. You 
lose games like that." 

Chatfield scored with a wrist shot from inside the blue line to 
make it 4-1 at 2:13 of the third. He has five goals in his past 
13 games after not having a goal in the first 31. 

"I think I've always been pretty comfortable in the system," 
Chatfield said. "I think a lot of it just has to do with just good 
plays by the team honestly, and us playing the right way." 

Necas received a cross-ice pass from Seth Jarvis, kicked the 
puck to his stick and scored into an open net on a power play 
at 5:27 for a 5-1 lead before Matt Boldy cut it to 5-2 at 7:21 
when he got past Hurricanes defenseman Jaccob Slavin and 
slipped the puck under Andersen's right pad on a backhand. 

Andersen made nine saves in the third period, including 
seven during a five-minute major that was assessed to 
Svechnikov for cross-checking Brandon Duhaime at 11:33. 
Svechnikov was also given a game misconduct. 

NOTES: Minnesota defenseman Matt Dumba was a healthy 
scratch for the first time this season. … Burns has 30 points 
(seven goals, 23 assists) for the 12th time in his NHL career, 
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tying Drew Doughty and Kris Letang for the second-most 
seasons among active defensemen. Ryan Suter is first with 
14. … Kaprizov has 100 goals in 180 NHL games, the third-

fewest games needed among active players behind Alex 
Ovechkin (167) and Patrik Laine (179). 

 

 
 

Pacioretty’s injury overshadows Hurricanes’ 5-2 win vs. Wild 

By Aaron Beard 
 
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) — The Carolina Hurricanes had just 
started to get their first looks at Max Pacioretty, who they 
hoped would become another needed scoring option for a 
Stanley Cup contender. 
 
Now they look likely to be without him because of a 
significant injury, one that overshadowed Thursday’s win 
against Minnesota. 
 
The winger went down with 19.3 seconds left in the 5-2 win 
against the Wild on a non-contact injury. Pacioretty was 
skating with the puck near the goal and the boards when he 
pulled up and grabbed at the back of his lower right leg. 
 
Acquired from Vegas in a July trade, Pacioretty had to be 
helped to the locker room while putting no weight on that leg 
— the same that required surgery for a torn Achilles tendon 
over the summer. 
 
“We know what kind of player he is,” coach Rod Brind’Amour 
said. “We got a glimpse of it and that was exciting. It’s the 
kind of player that we needed, a guy who could put the puck 
in the net. But hopefully it’s not as bad as we think, but I’m 
not too optimistic right now.” 
 
Pacioretty made his season debut on Jan. 5 and played four 
games, but he had missed the past two with a lower-body 
injury. 
 
“It’s just really tough to see,” defenseman Brady Skjei said. 
 
Skjei, Brent Burns and Jalen Chatfield scored to give 
Carolina another productive offensive outing from its 
blueliners while Frederik Andersen was strong in net to lead 
the Hurricanes. 
 
Burns and Skjei each scored during a three-goal second 
period for Carolina, while Chatfield added a third goal from a 
defenseman. 
 
Carolina entered the game with 20 goals and 67 points from 
defensemen since Nov. 25, which was third in the NHL 
behind Winnipeg and the New York Rangers. Defensemen 
have now scored 10 of Carolina’s last 16 goals over four 
games. 

 
Teuvo Teravainen added a short-handed goal in the second 
period while Martin Necas scored in the third, helping the 
Hurricanes blow the game open after a scoreless first period 
against Marc-Andre Fleury. 
 
Andersen, meanwhile, remained steady all night to finish with 
30 saves, including multiple stops that had Carolina fans 
chanting his name. 
 
Kirill Kaprizov and Matt Boldy scored for the Wild. Minnesota 
had won three straight games and earned at least a point in 
six straight road games, but those streaks ended with 
Carolina pushing ahead in the second period and then 
scoring twice early in the third to take a 5-1 lead. Kaprizov’s 
goal came on the power play for a 1-0 lead. 
 
It didn’t help, too, that the Wild committed eight penalties, 
including one in the game’s opening minute that had Fleury 
facing four quick shots. Carolina scored a pair of goals with 
the man advantage. 
 
“It put us on our heels, right?” Wild coach Dean Evason said. 
“And then we still get through it and still played well, but they 
just kept coming, the penalties. Obviously they get enough 
looks and they’re going to score some goals.” 
 
TOSSED 
 
Carolina forward Andrei Svechnikov was ejected midway 
through the third period on a game-misconduct penalty for 
cross-checking Minnesota’s Brandon Duhaime. 
 
Duhaime went head-first into the boards on Svechnikov’s 
high shove from behind at the 11:33 mark, setting off a brief 
tussle between the teams. Duhaime got up on his own and 
appeared to be OK. 
 
That forced Carolina, leading 5-2, to turn away a 5-minute 
major penalty. 
 
“He’s got to be smarter,” Brind’Amour said, “I know how 
competitive he is. It’s just, we’re up by three, it’s not a time to 
even be thinking about being physical. I don’t know, he’s got 
to learn, he’s got to learn it.” 
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NOTES: Minnesota defenseman Matt Dumba was a healthy 
scratch to miss his first game. Evason said earlier Thursday 
it was for on-ice issues but didn’t get into specifics. ... 
Kaprizov’s second-period score marked the 100th of his 
career. ... Teravainen’s goal ended an eight-game goal-less 
streak. 

 
UP NEXT 
 
Wild: At Florida on Saturday. 
 
Hurricanes: At the New York Islanders on Saturday. 

 
 
 

 
 

NHL Power Rankings: 1-32 poll, moves that each team regrets

By Kristen Shilton 
 
The 2023 NHL All-Star class gained 12 new members on 
Thursday night. But of the original 32, four -- Matthew 
Tkachuk, Johnny Gaudreau, Nazem Kadri and Kevin Fiala -- 
were added to their current teams this past offseason via 
trade or free agency. 
 
However, not every deal works out that well. This week, we'll 
identify a decision for which each team would like a do-over. 
 
How we rank: A panel of ESPN hockey commentators, 
analysts, reporters and editors rates teams against one 
another -- taking into account game results, injuries and 
upcoming schedule -- and those results are tabulated to 
produce the list featured here. 
 
Note: Previous ranking for each team refers to the most 
recent edition, published Jan. 13. Points percentages are 
through Thursday's games. 
 
1. Boston Bruins 
 
Previous ranking: 1 
Points percentage: 84.44% 
Next seven days: vs. SJ (Jan. 22), @ MTL (Jan. 24), @ TB 
(Jan. 26) 
 
Boston must regret not finding a way to sign David Pastrnak 
to a long-term extension before this season. Because the 
way Pastrnak has played, on pace towards the first 100-point 
effort of his career, only makes the winger (deservedly) more 
expensive on his next deal. But hey, some problems are 
good to have. 
 
2. Carolina Hurricanes 
 
Previous ranking: 3 
Points percentage: 71.11% 
Next seven days: @ NYI (Jan. 21), @ DAL (Jan. 25) 
 
After signing Ethan Bear to a one-year, $2.2 million contract -
- and then not playing him in a single game -- the Canes 
dealt the defenseman to Vancouver. Now, the Hurricanes' 
lack of defensive depth has them searching for a solid third 

pairing. A player like Bear (with three goals and 10 points in 
34 games) would be a nice option, no? 
 
3. Tampa Bay Lightning 
 
Previous ranking: 8 
Points percentage: 67.05% 
Next seven days: @ CGY (Jan. 21), vs. MIN (Jan. 24), vs. 
BOS (Jan. 26) 
 
Tampa Bay traded Ryan McDonagh -- an integral player in 
their back-to-back Stanley Cup wins -- to try keeping enough 
cap space for a guy like Ondrej Palat, only to see him walk in 
free agency as well. That's a lot of talent and much-needed 
leadership out of the door, the loss of which could come back 
to hurt the Lightning in the postseason. 
 
4. New Jersey Devils 
 
Previous ranking: 5 
Points percentage: 68.89% 
Next seven days: vs. PIT (Jan. 22), vs. VGK (Jan. 24), @ 
NSH (Jan. 26) 
 
New Jersey's one regret has to be not addressing their 
goaltending sooner. Vitek Vanecek coming on board over the 
summer helped ignite this Devils team into the special group 
into which it's blossoming. 
 
5. Toronto Maple Leafs 
 
Previous ranking: 2 
Points percentage: 68.48% 
Next seven days: @ MTL (Jan. 21), vs. NYI (Jan. 23), vs. 
NYR (Jan. 25) 
 
Toronto had a golden opportunity to showcase Mitch Marner 
as a defenseman during their early-season slump (which 
was highlighted by a slew of blue-line absences). Alas, 
coach Sheldon Keefe only floated the idea without ever 
bringing it to fruition, and the Leafs' back end has been 
sturdy ever since. What magic Marner could have brought! 
 
6. Winnipeg Jets 
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Previous ranking: 9 
Points percentage: 64.13% 
Next seven days: @ OTT (Jan. 21), @ PHI (Jan. 22), @ 
NSH (Jan. 24) 
 
Winnipeg has made such a stark turnaround this season 
under new coach Rick Bowness. It's only natural to wonder if 
the Jets regret not making a switch behind the bench sooner. 
That fresh voice has done wonders for a revived group. 
 
7. Dallas Stars 
 
Previous ranking: 6 
Points percentage: 64.89% 
Next seven days: vs. ARI (Jan. 21), vs. BUF (Jan. 23), vs. 
CAR (Jan. 25) 
 
Dallas' success has hinged heavily on its top performers. 
The Stars' emerging issue is what to do when they aren't 
available -- or playing up to snuff. Roope Hintz is injured, and 
that has hurt Dallas given the lack of personnel to backfill. 
The Stars invested in their stars; looking back, Dallas could 
have paid more attention to how to survive without them. 
 
8. Vegas Golden Knights 
 
Previous ranking: 4 
Points percentage: 63.04% 
Next seven days: vs. WSH (Jan. 21), @ ARI (Jan. 22), @ NJ 
(Jan. 24) 
 
Vegas' longtime looming issue is the salary cap and how 
close they are to it. And when injuries start piling up -- as 
they are now -- the Golden Knights know it won't be easy 
juggling cap constraints and staying competitive. Given a 
chance, Vegas might roll the dice differently on its approach 
to roster construction. 
 
9. Seattle Kraken 
 
Previous ranking: 7 
Points percentage: 64.44% 
Next seven days: vs. COL (Jan. 21), vs. VAN (Jan. 25) 
 
Seattle's one potential weak spot in an otherwise outstanding 
season? Goaltending. The Kraken signed veteran Martin 
Jones to back up Philipp Grubauer, but it's Jones who has 
taken over as No. 1 from the struggling (and previously 
injured) Grubauer. Will Seattle regret not investing more in 
their goaltending depth given Jones (.895 SV%) and 
Grubauer (.888 SV%) have had their issues? 
 
10. New York Rangers 
 
Previous ranking: 10 
Points percentage: 61.96% 
Next seven days: vs. FLA (Jan. 23), @ TOR (Jan. 25) 
 
New York allowed several productive forwards -- Ryan 
Strome, Andrew Copp and Frank Vatrano among them -- to 
walk in free agency and did little to fill in the gaps. The 
absence of depth up front has hurt the Rangers at 5-on-5 

and on the power play when remaining skaters -- like Chris 
Kreider -- are sidelined by injury. 
 
11. Minnesota Wild 
 
Previous ranking: 14 
Points percentage: 61.36% 
Next seven days: @ FLA (Jan. 21), @ TB (Jan. 24), vs. PHI 
(Jan. 26) 
 
Minnesota had an excellent fourth line going last season, 
with Nico Sturm and Nick Bjugstad leading the way. The Wild 
didn't re-sign either player in the offseason and their 
replacements -- including Brandon Duhaime and Mason 
Shaw -- have been inconsistent. The importance of depth is 
paramount, and Minnesota could look back longingly on what 
they've lost there. 
 
12. Los Angeles Kings 
 
Previous ranking: 11 
Points percentage: 59.57% 
Next seven days: @ NSH (Jan. 21), @ CHI (Jan. 22), @ PHI 
(Jan. 24) 
 
Los Angeles should have turned to Pheonix Copley sooner in 
net. He was right there in the American Hockey League while 
the Kings went through early-season lows with Jonathan 
Quick and Cal Petersen. Copley has gone 12-2-0 since 
being recalled to the NHL in December. He was the savior 
they needed all along. 
 
13. Edmonton Oilers 
 
Previous ranking: 16 
Points percentage: 58.51% 
Next seven days: @ VAN (Jan. 21), vs. CBJ (Jan. 25) 
 
Edmonton signed Jack Campbell to a splashy five-year, $25 
million contract in July and anointed him the Oilers' new No. 
1 netminder. Campbell has responded with an .886 save 
percentage and 3.36 goals-against average through 23 
appearances (13-8-1). Ouch. 
 
14. Colorado Avalanche 
 
Previous ranking: 15 
Points percentage: 56.98% 
Next seven days: @ VAN (Jan. 20), @ SEA (Jan. 21), vs. 
WSH (Jan. 24), vs. ANA (Jan. 26) 
 
Colorado GM Joe Sakic must look at the Avalanche's crush 
of forward injuries this season and feel some twinge of regret 
about the offseason departures of Nazem Kadri (35 points in 
46 games for Calgary) and Andre Burakovsky (37 points in 
44 games for Seattle). Being able to keep just one might 
have helped Colorado better weather its injury bug (although 
the Avs do finally appear to be on the mend -- and the 
upswing). 
 
15. Washington Capitals 
 
Previous ranking: 13 
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Points percentage: 58.33% 
Next seven days: @ VGK (Jan. 21), @ COL (Jan. 24), vs. 
PIT (Jan. 26) 
 
Washington finally found its footing after a slow start, only to 
see that identity start leaching away as healthy bodies 
returned to the lineup and changes were made. Coach Peter 
Laviolette's repeated tinkering seems to have pushed the 
Capitals out of their previous rhythm. Doing too much, too 
soon could come back to bite Washington down the stretch if 
it falls short in the standings. 
 
16. Pittsburgh Penguins 
 
Previous ranking: 12 
Points percentage: 57.96% 
Next seven days: vs. OTT (Jan. 20), @ NJ (Jan. 22), vs. FLA 
(Jan. 24), @ WSH (Jan. 26) 
 
Pittsburgh went through an early-season, seven-game losing 
streak that highlighted, for some, a need to shake things up 
from the Penguins' old guard and inject the team with new 
life. GM Ron Hextall stood pat. Pittsburgh is now deep into 
more struggles, with only three wins in its past 11. If Hextall 
could rewind a few months, would he have been wrong to 
make a trade to jolt the Penguins' forward group? 
 
17. Nashville Predators 
 
Previous ranking: 18 
Points percentage: 53.33% 
Next seven days: vs. LA (Jan. 21), vs. WPG (Jan. 24), vs. NJ 
(Jan. 26) 
 
Nashville put Eeli Tolvanen on waivers in December and saw 
him subsequently claimed by the Kraken. Even Predators 
GM David Poile recently admitted that might have been a 
mistake. We'd agree. The winger has been thriving in Seattle 
(five goals and seven points in nine games) while Nashville 
struggles for offense. 
 
18. Calgary Flames 
 
Previous ranking: 20 
Points percentage: 55.44% 
Next seven days: vs. TB (Jan. 21), vs. CBJ (Jan. 23), vs. CHI 
(Jan. 26) 
 
Calgary's Brad Treliving had to trade Matthew Tkachuk 
somewhere. In hindsight, and if possible, would he look 
beyond Florida as his partner in that? MacKenzie Weegar 
has bolstered the Flames' back end, but Calgary hasn't been 
the best fit -- yet -- for Jonathan Huberdeau. Maybe there 
was a more optimal trade out there -- for both sides. 
 
19. New York Islanders 
 
Previous ranking: 17 
Points percentage: 54.26% 
Next seven days: vs. CAR (Jan. 21), @ TOR (Jan. 23), @ 
OTT (Jan. 25) 
 

New York finished last season 23rd overall in scoring, and 
did little to nothing in the offseason to elevate its offense. 
Where do the Islanders sit now in that respect? 24th 
(averaging 2.98 goals per game). Yikes. What if New York's 
decision to stand pat could now cost the Islanders a playoff 
berth? 
 
20. Buffalo Sabres 
 
Previous ranking: 19 
Points percentage: 53.41% 
Next seven days: vs. ANA (Jan. 21), @ DAL (Jan. 23), @ 
STL (Jan. 24), @ WPG (Jan. 26) 
 
Buffalo needed to figure out sooner Tage Thompson was 
meant to be a center. Props to coach Don Granato for finally 
pulling Thompson off the wing and unleashing the superstar 
within. Imagine how much further ahead the Sabres might be 
had Thompson switched sooner? 
 
21. St. Louis Blues 
 
Previous ranking: 22 
Points percentage: 53.26% 
Next seven days: vs. CHI (Jan. 21), vs. BUF (Jan. 24), @ 
ARI (Jan. 26) 
 
St. Louis stumbled out of the gate, without making major 
changes to recover (which it did, briefly). Now the Blues have 
slid back down the Central Division standings and their two 
biggest trade assets -- Ryan O'Reilly and Vladimir Tarasenko 
-- are hurt. Will St. Louis look back with regret for not trying 
to move both players sooner and get a (possibly) more 
substantial return than might be available now? 
 
22. Florida Panthers 
 
Previous ranking: 21 
Points percentage: 52.13% 
Next seven days: vs. MIN (Jan. 21), @ NYR (Jan. 23), @ 
PIT (Jan. 24) 
 
Florida might have gone too hard with its offseason 
makeover. Yes, Matthew Tkachuk is a star -- but losing 
Jonathan Huberdeau and particularly MacKenzie Weegar in 
the trade to acquire him, coupled with not resigning Claude 
Giroux or Mason Marchment or Ben Chiarot and changing 
coaches from Andrew Brunette to Paul Maurice? Phew. It 
was a lot. And Florida hasn't looked nearly the same after all 
that turnover. 
 
23. Detroit Red Wings 
 
Previous ranking: 23 
Points percentage: 52.27% 
Next seven days: vs. PHI (Jan. 21), vs. SJ (Jan. 24), @ MTL 
(Jan. 26) 
 
Detroit's best offseason move was acquiring Ville Husso. 
Perhaps its worst was not having the right depth to support 
him. Husso has been run ragged as Alex Nedeljkovic started 
this season like he finished the last: stumbling. Now the Red 
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Wings are on to Magnus Hellberg as Husso's backup ... but 
is he too late to help Detroit salvage its playoff hopes? 
 
24. Philadelphia Flyers 
 
Previous ranking: 24 
Points percentage: 48.91% 
Next seven days: @ DET (Jan. 21), vs. WPG (Jan. 22), vs. 
LA (Jan. 24), @ MIN (Jan. 26) 
 
Philadelphia ultimately passed on picking up Johnny 
Gaudreau's hefty free agent contract last summer. But well 
before that, the Flyers bypassed selecting Cole Caufield 
twice in the 2019 draft (trading back from No. 11 to No. 14, 
then taking defenseman Cam York). Might Caufield have 
become the sort of electrifying forward Philadelphia could 
use in its ranks right now? Hard not to wonder "what if." 
 
25. Ottawa Senators 
 
Previous ranking: 25 
Points percentage: 48.86% 
Next seven days: @ PIT (Jan. 20), vs. WPG (Jan. 21), vs. 
NYI (Jan. 25) 
 
Ottawa can't go back now ... but if the Senators could, does 
the trade for Nikita Zaitsev (and his seven-year, $31.5 million 
deal) still happen? Zaitsev has another year remaining on 
that pact while having long since fallen out of favor with the 
Senators. His would be a tough contract to move at this 
point, too. 
 
26. Vancouver Canucks 
 
Previous ranking: 27 
Points percentage: 44.32% 
Next seven days: vs. COL (Jan. 20), vs. EDM (Jan. 21), vs. 
CHI (Jan. 24), @ SEA (Jan. 25) 
 
Vancouver might have settled its coaching situation before 
this season started. All the drama surrounding Bruce 
Boudreau's status is not only distracting, but ultimately unfair 
to the man himself wondering when the ax will -- it seems 
inevitably -- fall. 
 
27. Montreal Canadiens 
 
Previous ranking: 26 
Points percentage: 44.57% 
Next seven days: vs. TOR (Jan. 21), vs. BOS (Jan. 24), vs. 
DET (Jan. 26) 
 
Montreal moved on from Charlie Lindgren in 2021 after 
giving the goaltender only 24 NHL opportunities over five 
seasons. The Canadiens might like to rethink that. Lindgren 
is shining in Washington this season (11-6-2, .910 save 
percentage, 2.62 goals-against average) while Montreal's 
No. 1 Jake Allen (taking over for Carey Price) has struggled 
for consistency (10-16-1, .892, 3.52). 
 
28. San Jose Sharks 
 
Previous ranking: 28 

Points percentage: 40.22% 
Next seven days: @ CBJ (Jan. 21), @ BOS (Jan. 22), @ 
DET (Jan. 24) 
 
San Jose's present struggles can be tied to past contract 
decisions, namely the expensive, multiyear pacts doled out 
to veteran players (who are now difficult to trade). That has 
made it hard to build the Sharks' roster up elsewhere and, 
well, they're seeing the results of that now. 
 
29. Arizona Coyotes 
 
Previous ranking: 29 
Points percentage: 36.67% 
Next seven days: @ DAL (Jan. 21), vs. VGK (Jan. 22), vs. 
ANA (Jan. 24), vs. STL (Jan. 26) 
 
Arizona wants a large return in trade for Jakob Chychrun 
that, so far, no other team has been able to meet. That 
decision could come back to haunt the Coyotes, as 
Chychrun remains in the fold and teams that could covet his 
services most -- those in a playoff-bound position -- are 
already priced out. Where does that leave Arizona and the 
ongoing Chychrun saga? 
 
30. Chicago Blackhawks 
 
Previous ranking: 32 
Points percentage: 34.88% 
Next seven days: @ STL (Jan. 21), vs. LA (Jan. 22), @ VAN 
(Jan. 24), @ CGY (Jan. 26) 
 
Chicago management has seemingly been doing the most to 
win the coveted Connor Bedard sweepstakes ... but what if 
the Blackhawks don't? They traded Alex DeBrincat, gave up 
too quickly on Kirby Dach, and let Dominik Kubalik and Dylan 
Strome walk (plus they still haven't traded Patrick Kane or 
Jonathan Toews). Chicago might look back wistfully at all the 
proven players it had -- and lost -- in the pursuit of that No. 1 
pick. 
 
31. Columbus Blue Jackets 
 
Previous ranking: 30 
Points percentage: 31.11% 
Next seven days: vs. SJ (Jan. 21), @ CGY (Jan. 23), @ 
EDM (Jan. 25) 
 
Columbus inked Elvis Merzlikins to a five-year, $27 million 
contract that started this season -- and Merzlikins is currently 
the league's worst goaltender at 5-12-0, with an .869 save 
percentage and 4.44 goals-against average. The Blue 
Jackets have to be nervous now about the value on their 
long-term investment. 
 
32. Anaheim Ducks 
 
Previous ranking: 31 
Points percentage: 33.70% 
Next seven days: @ BUF (Jan. 21), @ ARI (Jan. 24), @ 
COL (Jan. 26) 
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Anaheim likely watched Connor Bedard perform 
spectacularly in the world juniors and wished for a do-over in 
every single game it has won this season. Because coming 

out on top in the NHL draft lottery would be the sweetest 
consolation in this down year for the Ducks. 

 
 

Hurricanes winger Max Pacioretty’s noncontact injury ‘doesn’t’ look good’ 

By Ryan Clark 
 
Carolina Hurricanes coach Rod Brind'Amour said Thursday 
the noncontact injury sustained by winger Max Pacioretty 
"doesn't look good." 
 
Pacioretty's health became a concern within the last minute 
of the Hurricanes' 5-2 win against the Minnesota Wild at 
PNC Arena. Nobody was near Pacioretty as he was looking 
to pass the puck while next to the Wild net. He took a few 
strides, made a quick cut and his right leg immediately went 
into the air before Pacioretty fell to the ice. 
 
He remained on the ice with his right leg up in the air. Play 
was stopped with 19.3 seconds remaining in the game. The 
Hurricanes' athletic training staff came onto the ice to assist 
Pacioretty as he was surrounded by a few teammates. 
 
Pacioretty, who did not put any weight on his right leg and 
foot, was then escorted by his teammates back to the 
Hurricanes bench. 
 
"It doesn't look good. We don't know, but it doesn't look 
good," Brind'Amour said after the game. "It's kind of hard to 
say. We know what kind of player he is, we got a glimpse of 

it, that was exciting and he's the kind of player that we need -
- a guy who can put the puck in the net. But obviously, 
hopefully, it's not as bad as you think, but I'm not too 
optimistic right now." 
 
Getting Pacioretty, a six-time 30-goal scorer, in an offseason 
trade with the Vegas Golden Knights was a move that was 
going to strengthen the Hurricanes by giving them a top-six 
winger. Those plans were altered when the team announced 
in August that Pacioretty would be out for six months to 
repair a torn Achilles. 
 
Pacioretty made his debut Jan. 5 and scored his first two 
goals of the season in a 4-3 shutout loss Jan. 7 against the 
Columbus Blue Jackets. Including the game against the 
Wild, Pacioretty had three goals in five games. 
 
The 34-year-old winger logged 16:38 with three shots 
against the Wild before leaving the game. 
 
"Listen, we're going to have to come out, pick up the pieces 
and move on," Brind'Amour said. "That's just the nature of 
the game. Right now, it's tough to be too happy about a win 
when you know what is more than likely happening here." 
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Canes’ victory spoiled as Pacioretty exits with final-minute injury 

What should have been an exuberant celebration thanks to a 
5-2 win and multiple new career highs being set, quickly 
turned grim as the veteran winger left with a bad-looking 
injury.  
 
By  Ryan Henkel 

Thursday night at PNC Arena should have capped off with 
an uproar from the stands that carried a blissful buzz 
throughout the locker room, but despite a 5-2 thrashing of 
the Minnesota Wild, the Carolina Hurricanes demeanor was 
grim. One that was full of concern for one of their own. 

With just 19 seconds remaining in the game, Max Pacioretty 
pulled up, took a step, and immediately reached for his lower 
leg. It was a non-contact injury, the kind that always signifies 
something much worse, and it happened on the same leg he 
had his Achilles surgery on earlier in the year. 

There’s no point in speculating until official word is sent out, 
but it doesn’t look good in the immediate aftermath. 

“It doesn’t look good, I mean we don’t know, but it doesn’t 
look good,” Rod Brind’Amour said after the game. “We know 
what kind of player he is and we got a glimpse of it and that 
was exciting, it was the kind of player that we needed. A guy 
that can put the puck in the net. Hopefully it’s not as bad as it 
looks, but I’m not too optimistic right now.” 

Let’s try to recap the game though... 

Wild struck first, with their first power play chance in the 
second period, as a Mats Zuccarello shot rebounded straight 
to Kirill Kaprizov for his 100th career goal. 

However, the Canes regrouped quickly and, after a heavy 
offensive zone shift, Brent Burns got his team on the board. 

While Burns’ slick moves will get most of the love, let me 
bring your attention to the yeoman work that Paul Stastny 
and Andrei Svechnikov did along the wall to keep that play 
alive. Both went to work, winning those one-on-one battles to 
keep the play alive and prevent Fleury from getting his stick 
back. 

And not long after that, the Hurricanes’ power play finally 
broke through on its fourth time out there. It was the brand 

new power play two quarterback, Brady Skjei, who rocketed 
it home. 

Skjei was a monster offensively for the Canes last year at 
even strength and now he’s playing a really solid two-way 
game and has set a new career high in goals with 10 in just 
Game  

When things aren’t going well for a player, sometimes they 
have to find other areas to differentiate themselves in.  

For Teuvo Teravainen, who’s had a tough go of it this 
season, that’s been the penalty kill for him. 

Teravainen currently has the lowest GA/60 on the penalty kill 
among all Hurricanes’ forward and he’s been on the ice for 
four shorthanded goals, including his own to push Carolina’s 
lead to 3-1 late in the second period. 

“He’s a smart hockey player,” Brind’Amour said on the 
Finnish winger. “You notice the little things when he’s out of 
the lineup and people have to take those responsibilities on. 
He’s good at those and it’s a big part of the game. His 
defensive responsibility at 5-on-5 or penalty kill is one of his 
strengths.” 

Once the Canes got a taste for the goals though, the flood 
gates burst open. Jalen Chatfield hammered one home for 
his fifth goal of the season — he now has three in his last 
four games — and soon Martin Necas pushed the Carolina’s 
score to 5 with a power play blast of his own. 

With the goal, Necas set a new career high in points with 42 
in just game 45 of the season. 

The Canes would give up one more to Matt Boldy, but they 
shut it down the rest of the way from there, including killing 
an entire five-minute major assessed to Andrei Svechnikov 
for a dangerous board of Brandon Duhaime. 

One of the biggest keys for the Hurricanes was Frederik 
Andersen in net, who was once again a force, stopping 29 of 
31 shots. He is now 3-0-0 since returning from injury and has 
a 0.944 save percentage in those games. 
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“That was maybe his best game that he’s played for us,” 
Brind’Amour said. “He’s played some really good games, but 
we were just giving up too many good ones and timely saves 
are so important. He looked really good out there.” 

But while it’s nice that the Hurricanes pulled off a big and 
exciting win, the attitude of the team certainly didn’t reflect 
that. 

“It definitely put a damper on the win a little bit,” Skjei said 
following the game. “ After seeing how much work he’s put 
into this point, we’re just thinking about him right now. It was 
just really, really tough to see.” 

“That kind of sucked the wind out of everybody,” Chatfield 
said. “Knowing what he went through this year to come back 
from his injury. He was going to be — and still is — a big part 
of this team knowing the kind of player he is and I just wish 
the best for him.” 

“It’s tough to get too happy about a win when you know more 
than likely what is happening here,” Brind’Amour said. 

The Canes will practice tomorrow, where we may get more 
of an update. 

After that, the Canes head to New York to take on the 
Islanders on Saturday. 

Quick Whistles: Vancouver Loss, Sebastian Aho, and Injuries 

The Hurricanes couldn’t hold it together late against the 
Canucks, and now they’ll aim to bounce back against the 
Wild. 
 
By Brett Finger 
 
It was a much more productive week for the Carolina 
Hurricanes, who collected two wins in three tries to end their 
four-game losing streak, but the way it ended via a 4-3 
shootout loss to the Vancouver Canucks was a sour note to 
enter a three-day break on. 
 
The Hurricanes managed to pick up five of a possible six 
points after ending their skid, though, a string of movement in 
the standings that is responsible for keeping them in first 
place in the Metropolitan Division entering Thursday night’s 
game against the Minnesota Wild. 
 
The New Jersey Devils are surging again, though, having 
won five straight games to put themselves neck-and-neck 
with the Hurricanes. This week’s Quick Whistles takes a look 
at the aftermath of the Vancouver loss, Sebastian Aho, 
returning players from injury, and more. 
 
Vancouver Collapse Aftermath 
 
It looked like the Hurricanes were on their way to starting 
another winning streak during the weekend after consecutive 
wins against the Columbus Blue Jackets and Pittsburgh 
Penguins, but those hopes were spoiled by the Canucks. 
 
Two first-period goals, one from Paul Stastny and one from 
Jordan Martinook, put the Hurricanes in the driver’s seat on 
home ice, but a response from former Hurricanes Ethan Bear 
in the second period, followed by a game-tying tally by J.T. 
Miller in the first half of period three tied the game going into 
the home stretch of the third period. 
 
Sebastian Aho stayed hot with a late third-period goal to put 
the Hurricanes back in the lead, but it was all Canucks after 
that. Brock Boeser tied the game again with just 17 seconds 
left in regulation time, and then Elias Petterson scored in the 

bottom of the third round to end Vancouver’s four-game 
losing streak. 
 
Pyotr Kochetkov was sent back down to AHL Chicago after 
allowing three goals on 32 shots. It was far from his worst 
performance as of late, but it was another deflating loss for a 
rookie goaltender that hasn’t found his game again after 
missing time due to an injury in December. 
 
With Frederik Andersen healthy and performing very well, it 
makes sense to let Kochetkov get back on top of things with 
less pressure in the AHL. He tended the net for the Wolves’ 
6-2 win over the Manitoba Moose on Wednesday. 
 
The health of Carolina’s goalie tandem will likely play a key 
role in whether Kochetkov will make another NHL 
appearance this season, but if he simply shows out in 
Chicago over the next few weeks, that would certainly 
improve his chances of returning to the big club. 
 
Hopefully, this stint in the AHL will be a productive one for 
the young goalie and his confidence. 
 
Sebastian Aho, Carolina’s Centers, Injuries 
 
Getting Sebastian Aho back from injury has been, as 
expected, a huge boost for the Hurricanes in all areas. The 
star center has points in five straight games, including his go-
ahead goal in the third period on Sunday. 
 
He is the only Carolina player at or above a point per game 
on the season after Martin Necas’ recent scoring slump. 
Necas’ linemate Paul Stastny, however, has started to find 
his groove in the Hurricanes’ lineup. 
 
Stastny scored against Vancouver and has seven points 
over his last 11 games. He had just seven points in 32 
games with the team prior to December 23. It took a while to 
get Stastny-like production out of the veteran pivot, and 
much of that can be attributed to his fourth-line role for much 
of the season, but he has performed admirably since getting 
the bump. He’s averaged 15:00 of ice time over his last 11 
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games after seeing just 12:04 on average in his first 32 
games. 
 
Jordan Staal is expected to return to the lineup against 
Minnesota, which will do a world of good for the club. The 
captain missed the Vancouver game due to a personal 
matter. Max Pacioretty is also expected to re-enter the lineup 
after missing a couple of games with a lower-body injury 
unrelated to his Achilles tear. 
Make-A-Wish 
 

The Hurricanes had the opportunity to participate in Eastern 
North Carolina’s Make-A-Wish program by welcoming Jojo to 
PNC Arena on Wednesday. He went out on the ice with the 
team, participated in some rigorous Rod Brind’Amour faceoff 
drills, and took pictures with Sebastian Aho and Justin 
Williams. 
 
Jojo will sound the siren tonight before the Hurricanes take 
on the Wild on home ice and be in attendance with his family 
for the game. 

 

 

Canes score five straight goals in 5-2 win over Wild 

By Sam Overton & Erin Ferrare 
 
Coming off of a tough loss to the Vancouver Canucks on 
Sunday, Jan. 15, the Carolina Hurricanes put on a 
dominating show with a 5-2 victory over the Minnesota Wild 
on Thursday, Jan. 19. 
 
The game, which was highlighted by multiple penalties from 
both benches, was a tad soporific to start, but after three 
quick goals in the second period, Carolina showed no signs 
of slowing down. 
 
Even with the ups and downs of the power plays, the Canes 
(28-9-8) were able to hold Minnesota (25-15-4) to two goals 
through 60 minutes of play. Five Canes players tallied goals 
and right wing Andrei Svechnikov dished out two assists, but 
the true star player tonight was goaltender Frederik 
Anderson, who finished the night with a .935 save 
percentage after stopping 29 of the 31 shots dealt by the 
Wild. 
 
“It was his best game, maybe that he’s played for us,” said 
head coach Rod Brind’Amour. “He’s playing really good 
games, but we were giving up… too many good [goals]. And 
that’s why timely saves are so important.” 
 
Ultimately unable to capitalize on any of their special teams 
across the first frame, the Hurricanes let three power plays 
slide within the first 20. Four days after failing to score on the 
man advantage against the Vancouver Canucks — the worst 
penalty killers in the league — things weren’t looking so hot 
for Carolina. 
 
Granted, Minnesota goaltender Marc-Andre Fleury stopped 
shot after shot in the first half of regulation, posting a .828 
final save percentage — slightly mediocre for the veteran, 
but impressive nonetheless in the face of a fiery offensive 
squad. 
 
It was defenseman Brady Skjei who turned things around in 
the second frame, giving the Hurricanes the go-ahead goal a 
little over four minutes after fellow defenseman Brent Burns’ 

game-tying goal. With the well-placed slapshot, Skjei 
notched his 10th goal of the season, a new high for the 28-
year-old. 
 
“That’s a goal that I’ve been shooting for a little bit here,” 
Skjei said. “Nice to hit that, and then just want to keep 
moving forward and keep doing that.” 
 
But let’s not overlook Burns’ biscuit, an excellent answer to 
Minnesota left wing Kirill Kaprizov’s power-play goal to put 
the Wild in the lead after 27 scoreless minutes of play. 
Burns, a first-round pick for Minnesota all the way back in 
2003, took advantage of a stickless Fleury, burying 
Carolina’s first goal right in between the netminder’s legs. 
 
After a sleepy first period and only six shots on goal, the Wild 
came back with a vengeance, outshooting the Hurricanes 
twofold in the second frame. However, Kaprizov’s goal would 
be Minnesota’s only one of the period, and Carolina had a 
cushy two-goal lead with 20 minutes left to play. 
 
Despite their win, the Hurricanes’ power play was still 
somewhat lackluster. In a penalty-heavy game — Minnesota 
spent a combined 24 minutes in the box, bolstered by Ryan 
Hartman’s misconduct penalty — Carolina only scored two 
goals on the man advantage. Again, you’d expect more from 
a team that consistently records 30+ shots on goal per 
game. 
 
“You’re gonna face adversity throughout the game,” said 
defenseman Jalen Chatfield, who scored his fifth goal of the 
season in Thursday night’s match. “Power play may not click, 
but as long as we can get things going later in the game — a 
lot of hockey left, and that’s what we did.” 
 
With a goal from Minnesota left wing Matt Boldy, the Wild 
attempted to crawl its way back into a tied game with 13 
minutes to go in regulation. A little bit of physicality on the ice 
didn’t hurt Minnesota’s chances, either — Svechnikov’s third-
period major penalty for cross-checking gave the Wild a fair 
shot of making it a two-score game with plenty of time left on 
the clock. 
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“[Svechnikov’s] got to be smarter,” Brind’Amour said. “I know 
how competitive he is. It’s just — we’re up by three, it’s not 
the time to be thinking about being physical… I don’t know, 
he’s got to learn.” 
 
Despite the convincing win, good feelings did not carry over 
to the locker room — Carolina left wing Max Pacioretty was 
seen clutching his right leg with 19.3 seconds left in the 
game. His injury seemed to be from non-contact play, and 
full details were unknown to his teammates by the end of the 
game. 
 

“It’s definitely put a damper on the win,” Skjei said. “After 
seeing how much work he’s put into this point, we’re thinking 
about him right now. Just really, really tough to see.” 
 
Another shocking reveal at the end of the game came from 
the release of the “Last Man In” voting for the NHL All-Star 
Weekend coming up in February. Leading the Hurricanes 
with 39 points in the season so far, fan favorite Martin Necas 
did not make the cut in the final voting. 
 
With another win in their pocket, the Hurricanes look towards 
a two-game road trip that starts off against the New York 
Islanders on Saturday, Jan. 21 at 7:30 p.m. 
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1265579 Carolina Hurricanes 

 

Stunned Hurricanes expecting the worst after Max Pacioretty’s injury 
against the Wild 

 

Associated Press 

 

Raleigh-In the place of the laughter and celebration that would normally 
fill the locker room after such a resounding win, there was the smash of 
heavy weights hitting the floor, imbued with anger. There were somber, 
quiet conversations between teammates in the hallway, a steady stream 
of players ducking briefly into the training room and emerging with faces 
blank. 

Max Pacioretty was in there, and everyone feared the worst. There is bad 
luck in hockey, when your goalie knocks the puck into his own net or a 
puck pings off a skate and up into someone’s face. And then there is this, 
something so far beyond it feels like malevolent intervention. 

Two weeks after Pacioretty returned to the ice, triumphantly, after a five-
month rehabilitation of the Achilles tendon he tore in August, he was 
helped back off of it, that same right leg dangling below him, that same 
brutal injury once again hovering over the Carolina Hurricanes like an evil 
spectre. 

No one was saying that Pacioretty tore that same Achilles when he 
changed direction next to his net with 19.2 seconds to play in a 5-2 win 
over the Minnesota Wild, immediately grabbing at that leg. But no one 
was saying he didn’t, either. 

“It doesn’t look good,” Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour said. “I mean, 
we don’t know. But it doesn’t look good.” 

And then: “We’re going to have to come back tomorrow and pick up the 
pieces and move on. That’s the nature of the game. But right now it’s 
tough to be too happy about a win when you know what is more than 
likely happening here.” 

That doesn’t sound like a coach expecting Friday’s MRI to tell him 
something he doesn’t already fear deep in his soul. That sounds like a 
coach coming to terms with the grim reality that the player whose return 
they so long awaited — the missing link, their pseudo-deadline addition 
to put them over the top — was out again, and this time for the duration. 

In the five games he played for the Hurricanes, missing the previous two 
before Thursday with a seemingly unrelated ankle injury, Pacioretty had 
three goals and was a constant threat — in short, everything the 34-year-
old promised to deliver when the Hurricanes picked him up for nothing 
from the cap-strapped Vegas Golden Knights over the summer, before 
the off-ice workout that changed everything. 

“We know what kind of player he is,” Brind’Amour said. “We got a 
glimpse of it, and that was exciting. It’s the kind of player we needed. A 
guy that can put the puck in the net. Hopefully it’s not as bad as we think 
but I’m not too optimistic right now.” 

It took an arduous, grueling rehabilitation to get back on the ice ahead of 
schedule. And now he may face all of that again. 

“After seeing how much work he’s put in to this point, we’re just thinking 
about him right now,” Hurricanes defenseman Brady Skjei said. 

Now, the Hurricanes will almost certainly have to go back to the drawing 
board ahead of the March 3 trade deadline. They had a third-pairing 
defenseman on their shopping list, maybe one who could help the power 
play (although Skjei looked pretty good in that role Thursday). Now, if 
they have Pacioretty’s $7 million to spend, they can think about getting 
into the deep end of the pool. Bo Horvat. Dylan Larkin. Patrick Kane. 
Vladimir Tarasenko. Given the way their offense has struggled at times, 
they may need to go that big. 

But that wasn’t on anyone’s mind Thursday night, what Pacioretty’s injury 
might mean for the Hurricanes. All anyone could think about, in the 
minutes that followed, was what it might mean for Pacioretty. 

“We’re just praying and hoping it’s not what he just went through, but it 
didn’t look good,” Hurricanes forward Jordan Martinook said. “I feel sick 
right now, honestly. We’ll see. I don’t know. It’s terrible.” 

The pall was inescapable. It’s not life and death, but it is something that 
will take a moment to grieve, for a hockey team that had finally fully 
welcomed Pacioretty into the group and begun, however briefly, to enjoy 
his unique gifts and what they might mean for them collectively. Now, 
they may once again have to readjust to life without him. 

“Tonight, you need to feel this way,” Brind’Amour said. “And then 
tomorrow, we have to regroup. We have a new day and we have to re-
focus.” 

The Hurricanes went through the first half of the season expecting 
Pacioretty back at some point. Unless they get miraculous news Friday 
morning, they’re expecting to go through the second half without him. 

Never miss a Luke DeCock column. Sign up at tinyurl.com/lukeslatest to 
have them delivered directly to your email inbox as soon as they post. 

Luke DeCock’s Latest: Never miss a column on the Canes, ACC or other 
Triangle sports 
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Hurricanes defense key to 5-2 win over Wild, but Canes’ Max Pacioretty 
injured again 

 

Chip Alexander 

 

Raleigh-The Carolina Hurricanes were about 19 seconds away from a 
satisfying 5-2 win Thursday over the Minnesota Wild when everything 
changed, in a flash. 

Forward Max Pacioretty, looking to pass from behind the Wild net, 
suffered a non-contact injury, grabbing the back of his right leg, 
grimacing in pain. Pacioretty, who suffered an Achilles tendon tear to the 
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leg in preseason and underwent surgery, had to be helped off the ice, not 
able to put any weight on the leg. 

For a winning team, the Canes’ locker room was a somber place after the 
game. The players were somber. Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour was 
somber. 

“It didn’t look good,” Brind’Amour said. “I mean, we don’t know, but it 
doesn’t look good. Hopefully it’s not as bad as we think, but I’m not too 
optimistic right now.” 

Pacioretty missed the first 38 games of the season as he recovered from 
the initial tear, jumping into the lineup Jan. 5. He played four games — 
scoring three goals — before another injury against Columbus kept him 
out for two games. 

He was back and ready Thursday. Now this. 

“We’ll have tomorrow to pick up the pieces and move on,” Brind’Amour 
said. “Right now, it’s tough to be too happy about a win when you know 
more than likely what’s happening here.” 

Until the late injury, the Canes (28-9-8) had put together some solid 
hockey against a good team. 

Goaltender Frederik Andersen, starting for the third time in four games, 
did his job in outdueling the Wild’s Marc-Andre Fleury. Andersen was at 
his best during a five-minute Wild power play in the third after an 
undisciplined Andrei Svechnikov penalty. 

The Canes’ defensemen continued to find the net as Brent Burns, Brady 
Skjei and Jalen Chatfield all scored. And an improving penalty kill 
produced another shorthanded goal as Teuvo Teravainen scored after a 
hustling Chatfield play and setup pass -- Chatfield with his first multi-point 
NHL game in being named the game’s first star. 

The Canes’ power play was hit and miss, but Skjei’s 10th of the season 
came with the man advantage in the second period and Martin Necas 
scored a power-play in the third off a Seth Jarvis pass. Necas had a goal 
and two assists. 

The Wild (25-15-4), which edged the Canes in their first game in mid-
November, came to PNC Arena with a three-game winning streak and 
scored the game’s first goal as forward Kirill Kaprizov tapped in a 
rebound on a second-period power play — the 100th goal of his career. 

Matt Boldy scored on a breakaway in the third after Carolina had built the 
lead to 5-1 on the Necas goal. 

Another downside for the Canes: Svechnikov banging the Wild’s Brandon 
Duhaime into the boards from behind in the third. Svechnikov picked up a 
five-minute major, a game misconduct and headed to the locker room, 
his night over. 

“He’s got to be smarter,” Brind’Amour said. “I know how competitive he is 
but we’re up by three and that’s not a time you can think about being 
physical. He’s got to learn. He’s got to dial it down.” 

Takeaways from the game 

▪ For a big man — and Andersen has the size of a tight end at 6-4 and 
238 pounds — he has an economy of movement when he’s dialed in. 
And he’s dialed in. 

“Amazing,” Skjei said. “He was rock-solid back there.” 

▪ Some players are natural goal scorers and the Wild’s Kaprizov is one of 
the NHL’s best. Every time the puck is on his stick the Russian forward 
has that dangerous feel to him. And the puck seems to find him, too.. 

▪ Svechnikov, headed to the All-Star Game, had two assists Thursday but 
has yet to score a goal in 2023. That’s nine straight games without one, 
leaving him stuck on 19 for the season. 

▪ Teravainen started the game on the fourth line but Brind’Amour may 
soon have to move No. 86 back to Aho’s line. Maybe drop Seth Jarvis 
down for a few games. 

▪ Before the Pacioretty injury, another scary moment for Brind’Amour was 
seeing Brett Pesce go down to the ice late in the second after the puck 
hit Jordan Staal’s skate, then hit Pesce in the face. 

▪ Rough night for Wild’s Ryan Hartman. He took an undisciplined 10-
minute misconduct penalty in the first. In the second period, he 
inadvertently kicked the stick out of Fleury’s hand before Burns tied the 
score 1-1 with a forehand-to-backhand shot. 
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Frustrated Wild look ahead to guest trip after loss to Hurricanes 

 

Michael Russo 

 

RALEIGH, N.C. — Sometimes it’s hard to explain an outcome in hockey. 
Sometimes it’s easy. 

In the second period Thursday night at PNC Arena, the Wild outshot the 
Carolina Hurricanes 15-7 and had a chance to tie the score on a power 
play when Frederik Andersen shot down every look while Marc-Andre 
Fleury could not. 

The Hurricanes scored three times in short succession — at even 
strength, on the power play and while short-handed — and that would be 
all she wrote for the Wild’s three-game win streak with a 5-2 loss. 

“They bury and they score goals, and we don’t, and you lose games like 
that,” said Mats Zuccarello, who was part of the No. 1 power-play unit 
that surrendered only the Wild’s second short-handed goal of the season 
and ultimately the winning goal to Teuvo Teravainen. 

Fleury said it more succinctly. 

“Andersen made a lot of great stops for them, and I didn’t do as much as 
he did,” Fleury said. “And it cost us.” 

After a 0-0 first period that the Wild survived largely because of Fleury 
despite three penalties that they vehemently disagreed with and a 10-
minute misconduct to Ryan Hartman for mouthing off to the officials, Kirill 
Kaprizov got the Wild going with his 100th career goal off a setup from, 
you guessed it, his partner in crime, Zuccarello. 

Kirill Kaprizov buries Zuccarello's power play rebound for his 100th 
career goal!#mnwild pic.twitter.com/jxql5i2ZNn 

— Hockey Daily 365 l NHL Highlights (@HockeyDaily365) January 20, 
2023 

Twelve of Kaprizov’s 26 goals have come on the power play, and his 100 
goals in 180 career games required the third-fewest games to reach 100 
goals among active players behind Patrik Laine (179) and Alex Ovechkin 
(167). 

But less than two minutes later, five Wild defenders got caught on one 
side of the ice, Matt Boldy got caught out to lunch, and Brent Burns took 
advantage by driving the net uncontested. He recognized that Fleury was 
without a stick and swept a backhander between his wickets. Fleury lost 
the stick in a collision with Hartman and opted not to take defenseman 
Jake Middleton’s stick because goalies don’t typically like using a 
skater’s stick. 

Brent Burns speeds in on net and beats Fleury with a nifty backhander, 
quickly tying it up at 1!#LetsGoCanes pic.twitter.com/7F28cRNmQW 

— Hockey Daily 365 l NHL Highlights (@HockeyDaily365) January 20, 
2023 
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But when Burns drove the net, Fleury said he was “screwed.” 

“Usually, they don’t get a breakaway in in-zone play,” Fleury said. “On a 
breakaway, it’s easier with a stick. Straight-on shot, you don’t need it that 
much.” 

After three solid penalty kills in the first period, the Wild were 16 seconds 
from killing Freddy Gaudreau’s high-sticking minor when Fleury was 
screened on a Brady Skjei shot. He said he never saw the puck until it 
was too late. Then, on a power play, Boldy turned one puck over and 
Zuccarello gave up a jailbreak odd-man rush the Wild escaped. But after 
Joel Eriksson Ek couldn’t beat Andersen on the team’s third breakaway 
of the game, the Hurricanes flew out of the zone and Teravainen whistled 
his fourth goal past Fleury. 

Teuvo Teravainen jumps into the rush and snipes one past Fleury for a 
SHORTY, 3-1 Hurricanes!#LetsGoCanes pic.twitter.com/yCmQFvXFwq 

— Hockey Daily 365 l NHL Highlights (@HockeyDaily365) January 20, 
2023 

“The third one I wish I could stop,” said Fleury, who entered the game 5-
2-1 in his previous eight starts with a 2.22 goals-against average and 
.929 save percentage. “It was a good shot, but still I want to make that 
save and keep us in the game.” 

Last season, the Wild and Florida Panthers led the league with nine 
multiple-goal comeback wins each. This season, they’re strangely the 
only two teams in the NHL without a multigoal comeback win during a 
season when there have been more than 80. 

So, it just felt like a two-goal deficit would be difficult to recover from for 
the Wild. 

Well, early in the third, Jalen Chatfield made it 4-1 with a shot from the 
point. Coach Dean Evason challenged that Martin Necas interfered with 
Fleury. The NHL Situation Room disagreed, even though Fleury still felt 
after the game that Necas took his stick and blocker out of the play. 

Fleury said the refs told him the league felt his stick was a little outside 
the blue crease and Necas didn’t do it intentionally, “which I don’t quite 
understand.” 

Jalen Chatfield has 3 goals in his last 4 games.     

Canes lead 4-1 pic.twitter.com/eX4PsxkUbb 

— Collin Madewell (@Collinhomeice) January 20, 2023 

The Canes got a power play out of the incorrect challenge, then a short 
five-on-three when Brandon Duhaime was called for a questionable 
roughing penalty. Necas capped a three-point night with a power-play 
goal. 

Boldy, who had the latest in a string of tough games, snapped an 11-
game goal drought with his first tally since Dec. 21, but the Wild couldn’t 
beat Andersen again despite a five-minute major and game misconduct 
assessed to Andrei Svechnikov for cross-checking Duhaime in the back 
of the neck. Andersen made seven saves on the five-minute power play. 

Because of the inability to finish, because of a night’s worth of arguing 
with referees Marc Joannette and Frederick L’Ecuyer, the Wild called it a 
frustrating defeat. 

“There’s circumstances that were out of our control, but there is some 
stuff we can make the group aware that can’t happen in order for us to 
give ourselves a chance to win hockey games,” Evason said. “You can 
say what you want about frustration and whatever, but we didn’t do 
enough to help ourselves win this hockey game, and they did.” 

After the game, the Wild flew to Fort Lauderdale, Fla., where they’ll be 
holding their first guest trip since February 2020. Fathers, brothers, 
cousins and mentors will join the team for games against the Panthers 
and Tampa Bay Lightning, sit in on the team meetings, have a welcome 
reception on the beach Friday night and spend Sunday golfing, deep sea 
fishing or at Gulfstream Park before a team dinner. 

On Monday, the group will fly from Fort Lauderdale to Tampa, and the 
team will practice upon arrival. They will have a full group photo taken 
after practice. On Tuesday, the guests will take a tour of J.C. Newman 
Cigar Company in Ybor City while the players, coaches and staff 
continue their pregame routines. 

The guests will receive custom Wild sweaters, a retro Wild guest trip 
concert poster and a handmade, glass Wild-logoed 2023 guest trip cigar 
holder. 

“Once we get there and get this loss out of the way, it’s going to be good 
to enjoy some time with my brother and all of the families coming down,” 
Zuccarello said. “It’s a good way for us to show our families and 
everybody a part of our world.” 

Alex Goligoski dresses for scratched Matt Dumba 

With defenseman Matt Dumba scratched for the first time since 2016 
despite a trade potentially coming down the pike, Alex Goligoski drew 
into the lineup after being scratched 26 times this season and in 14 of the 
previous 17 games. 

Asked how he’s been handling the latest string of absences, Goligoski 
told The Athletic: “Yeah, OK, I would say. I mean, I’m obviously — I want 
to play, and it’s really frustrating when you’re not playing. At the same 
time, the team’s doing well, so I want that to continue. But I’d like to play 
a little more regularly.” 

Goligoski’s agent, Ben Hankinson, is expected to be in touch soon with 
general manager Bill Guerin to inquire what’s going on. Goligoski said he 
has had casual conversations with Guerin in which the GM tells him to 
“stick with it, you never know what can happen, keep your head up.” 

“But it’s tough,” said Goligoski, who has another year on his contract at 
$2 million and almost surely would waive his no-move if he’s going to 
continue to be a nightly scratch in Minnesota. “I just want to play.” 

The problem is Goligoski, 37, can still play and Guerin probably doesn’t 
want to move him, especially with Dumba on the trading block. If the Wild 
trade Dumba and don’t get a defenseman back immediately, they could 
bide time with Goligoski until Guerin can acquire one. Plus, in the NHL, it 
feels like the minute you trade a defenseman, two or three get hurt. And 
behind Goligoski on the depth chart are minor-leaguers Andrej Sustr and 
Dakota Mermis. 

Max Pacioretty may have reinjured his Achilles 

Max Pacioretty, who made his Hurricanes debut Jan. 5 after sustaining a 
right Achilles tendon tear during off-ice training in August, may have 
injured the same Achilles tendon with 19 seconds left. 

Pacioretty, who had scored three goals in four games before missing the 
previous two games with a lower-body injury, had the puck behind the 
goal line and hit the brakes to make a pass to Seth Jarvis when his leg 
seemed to give out. He crumpled to the ice in pain, grabbed for the back 
of his leg and had to be helped off the ice and down the tunnel while 
putting no weight on his leg. 

Oh no. 

Inside the final minute, Max Pacioretty goes down and has to be helped 
off the ice. Awful, awful scene. pic.twitter.com/B6leVJRGqX 

— Walt Ruff (@WaltRuff) January 20, 2023 

“It doesn’t look good,” Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour said. “I mean, 
we don’t know. But it doesn’t look good.” 

Brind’Amour said Pacioretty, 34, will undergo an MRI on Friday. 

“Hopefully, it’s not as bad as we think, but I’m not too optimistic right 
now,” Brind’Amour said. “Right now, it’s tough to be too happy about a 
win when you know what is more than likely happening here.” 
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In a salary-cap dump, Vegas traded the 2012 Masterton Trophy winner 
and 2014 U.S. Olympian to the Hurricanes for future considerations. 
Pacioretty has 326 goals and 645 points in 855 career games. 
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Hurricanes’ Max Pacioretty suffers another leg injury vs. Wild, will 
undergo MRI on Friday 

 

Michael Russo 

 

Max Pacioretty, who made his Carolina Hurricanes debut on Jan. 5 after 
sustaining a right Achilles tendon tear during off-ice training in August, 
appeared to suffer an injury to the same leg with 19 seconds left in 
Carolina’s 5-2 victory Thursday over the Minnesota Wild. Here’s what 
you need to know: 

Pacioretty, who had scored three goals in four games before missing the 
previous two games with a lower-body injury, had the puck behind the 
goal line and hit the brakes to make a pass when his leg appeared to 
give out on him. 

He crumpled to the ice, grabbed for the back of his leg and eventually 
had to be helped off the ice and down the tunnel while putting no weight 
on his leg. 

Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour said after the game: “It doesn’t look 
good. I mean, we don’t know. But it doesn’t look good.” 

Brind’Amour said Pacioretty, 34, will undergo an MRI on Friday. 

Backstory 

In a salary cap dump last July, the Vegas Golden Knights traded the 
2012 Masterton Trophy winner and 2014 U.S. Olympian to the 
Hurricanes for future considerations. 

Pacioretty has 326 goals and 645 points in 855 career games. 

What they’re saying 

“We know what kind of player he is,” Brind’Amour said. “We got a 
glimpse of it, and that was exciting. It’s the kind of player we needed. A 
guy that can put the puck in the net. Hopefully, it’s not as bad as we 
think, but I’m not too optimistic right now. 

“We’re going to have to come back (Friday) and pick up the pieces and 
move on. That’s the nature of the game. But right now it’s tough to be too 
happy about a win when you know what is more than likely happening 
here.” 
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Cozens scores in overtime as Sabres beat Islanders 3-2 

 

Joe Yerdon 

3-4 minutes 1/19/2023 

 

BUFFALO — Dylan Cozens scored 12 seconds into overtime, and the 
Buffalo Sabres beat the New York Islanders 3-2 on Thursday night. 

Alex Tuch and Victor Olofsson also scored for Buffalo, which had 
dropped five of six. 

Ukko-Pekka Luukkonen made 24 stops after former Sabres goalie Ryan 
Miller had his No. 30 retired by the organization during a pregame 
ceremony. Luukkonen’s performance included a key save on Islanders 
forward Anthony Beauvillier with seven seconds left in regulation. 

Cozens beat Islanders goalie Ilya Sorokin on a breakaway after Rasmus 
Dahlin’s floating pass sprung him for his 15th goal of the season. It was 
the second-fastest overtime goal in Sabres history. 

“That was a crazy pass,” Cozens said. “We just kind of locked eye 
contact when I was curling and I just tried to get going as fast as I could. 
He made a football pass to me, a little Hail Mary, and I somehow 
managed to handle it.” 

“It’s his night. He’s had a spectacular career and is a deserving (Sabres) 
Hall of Famer,” Sabres coach Don Granato said. “For him to embrace the 
team that way was special for our guys.” 

Brock Nelson and Matt Martin scored for New York, and Sorokin made 
42 saves. The Islanders have lost seven of the past eight games. 

“Every day is a new game,” Sorokin said. “If you overthink too much, It’s 
not good. For you and for your emotional stability.” 

Nelson opened the scoring at 7:19 of the first period with his 16th goal. 
He connected at the far post on a cross-ice pass from Anthony 
Beauvillier. 

Tuch made it 1-1 at 8:26 of the second with his 22nd goal. He fired the 
puck past Sorokin after Dahlin’s initial shot was blocked. 

Martin gave the Islanders the lead with 1:30 left in the second when he 
was left alone at the far post and buried a pass from Casey Cizikas. It 
was his fifth goal on the season. 

Olofsson made it 2-2 at 9:32 of the third when he sniped a shot past 
Sorokin after a pass from Casey Mittelstadt. It was Olofsson’s 19th goal 
this season and fourth in the past five games. 

“We had this whole crowd and we really wanted to do something special 
tonight,” Dahlin said. “Obviously, when he shot there, I was very tired, but 
very happy so it was a good feeling.” 

Sorokin was named to the Metropolitan Division team for the All-Star 
Game in Sunrise, Florida in February. Sorokin was added in part thanks 
to a fan vote on Twitter. It is Sorokin’s first All-Star appearance. 

Islanders forward Cal Clutterbuck left late in the second period with an 
upper-body injury. He is day to day. Forward Hudson Fasching missed 
the game with a lower-body injury and is day to day. 

Islanders: Host Carolina on Saturday night. 

Sabres: Host Anaheim on Saturday afternoon. 
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Islanders fall to fellow playoff hopeful Sabres in overtime 

 

Ethan Sears 
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BUFFALO — One team at KeyBank Center on Thursday looked like it 
was ready to make a run at a playoff berth. 

It wasn’t the Islanders. 

They can now add the Sabres to the list of teams they’ll need to fend off 
if the postseason is in the cards, though that looks less likely than ever 
following a 3-2 overtime loss at Buffalo’s hands on Thursday night. 

It’s the third game in four in which the Islanders have scored first and 
blown the lead — as Victor Olofsson tied it and Dylan Cozens won it for 
the Sabres just 12 seconds into the extra period. The Islanders (23-19-5) 
got a point. But not one that will make them feel good. 

“Frustration is a wasted emotion,” coach Lane Lambert said following the 
seventh loss in eight games for the Islanders. “Is it disappointing? Yes. 
But we have to move on.” 

The Sabres, who have played three fewer games than the Islanders, are 
just four points behind them in the standings. And the Islanders, who 
have played three more games than the Penguins, are tied on points with 
Pittsburgh for the last wild-card spot in the standings. 

That would put them between a rock and a hard place, without even 
accounting for their recent run of form. This is starting to rival the COVID-
19-addled stretch that took them out of the playoff race last season, 
though the Isles — while dealing with some injuries, including two new 
ones to Hudson Fasching and Cal Clutterbuck — are nowhere near as 
undermanned as they were then. 

Likewise, this situation doesn’t seem quite as hopeless as that one. But it 
is looking worse by the day, and 24 hours after Lambert was asked if a 
loss to the Bruins qualified as the season’s low point, the Isles dug 
deeper by wasting an excellent, 42-save performance from Ilya Sorokin. 

“Have we gotten the results we’ve wanted? No,” said Matt Martin, who 
scored to put the Isles ahead 2-1 with 90 seconds left in the second 
period. “Are we as far back in the standings as we could possibly be? No. 
We’re still very much in the mix. But we definitely gotta get going here 
and start stringing wins together.” 

That is true. But right now, it counts as optimism. 

After Martin’s goal, the Islanders made it 9:32 into the final period before 
Victor Olofsson tied it with a rocket from the left circle that energized a 
sellout crowd which had waited all night for its team to kick the door 
down. 

They would have to wait until overtime to finally watch the Sabres do so, 
but as soon as the extra period started, Cozens took a Hail Mary of a 
stretch pass from Rasmus Dahlin and buried it. 

Brock Nelson celebrates after scoring a first-period goal during the 
Islanders' 3-2 overtime loss to the Blues. 

Brock Nelson celebrates after scoring a first-period goal during the 
Islanders’ 3-2 overtime loss to the Blues. 

“It’s a great play by them,” Lambert said. “And it can’t happen.” 

Sorokin, who was fittingly named an All-Star in the game’s final minutes, 
single-handedly kept the Islanders in the game when they were out-
chanced 48-26, including a 20-5 margin in the opening 20 minutes. But, 
keeping with the theme of the season, the Isles couldn’t get a win for him. 

“I don’t have frustration,” Sorokin said afterwards. “If you overthink too 
much, it’s not good for you and for your emotional stability.” 

After those desperate first 20 minutes, which the Islanders somehow 
exited with a 1-0 lead thanks to a Brock Nelson goal, they played the 
Sabres a bit closer to even for the rest of the night. Close enough to rue 
the missed chances instead of merely being thankful for the point they 
got — as Ukko-Pekka Luukkonen stoned Anthony Beauvillier in the final 
10 seconds of regulation and Mattias Samuelsson came up with a key 
block on Ryan Pulock’s power play shot late in the first period facing an 
open net. 

“It’s frustrating, absolutely, but we gotta keep going,” Martin said. “Kinda 
staying afloat, but not getting the job done either. We need to find a way 
to win hockey games.” 

Saturday against the Hurricanes would be a good time to do so. 
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NHL wants to bring 'league events' to Islanders' UBS Arena 

 

Ethan Sears 
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BUFFALO — The Islanders could soon be hosting the NHL All-Star 
Game or the draft at UBS Arena. First, though, they have to finish 
construction on the surrounding area. 

That was the message from NHL commissioner Gary Bettman, who was 
in Buffalo for Thursday’s Isles-Sabres game, a 3-2 overtime loss for the 
Islanders, just 24 hours after being on Long Island for Wednesday’s 
match against the Bruins. 

“We want to bring league events to UBS,” Bettman said. “But 
everybody’s agreed that we want to bring them to the finished product, 
which is the surrounding area. 

“That arena is great. I took the train out [Wednesday] night, [it took] 29 
minutes from my office, and once they finish the development 
surrounding it, it’s gonna be terrific and we’ll bring our events there.” 

The Islanders never hosted the draft at Nassau Coliseum and hosted the 
All-Star Game there just once, in 1983. They were the home team for a 
2014 Stadium Series game against the Rangers at Yankee Stadium, due 
to a tax exemption requirement for Madison Square Garden that 
demands the Blueshirts plays all home games at the Garden, but have 
never hosted one on the Island. 

Belmont Park, which is right next door to UBS, figures to be a candidate 
for one eventually. And UBS has all the trappings to host an All-Star 
Game or draft that the Coliseum never did. Before that happens, there is 
still more building to be done — hotels that will eventually go up nearby, 
in particular. Currently, most teams that come in to play the Islanders 
stay in Garden City, 15 or so minutes away from the building. 

When might that happen? 

“Buildings just don’t pop out of the ground,” Bettman said. “It takes a little 
bit of time and work. But by the way, the plans are there and they’re 
committed to doing it. It’s just a question of getting it done.” 

Ilya Sorokin will join Brock Nelson at the All-Star Game after getting in via 
the fan vote. 

“Appreciate it for fans who vote for me,” Sorokin said following the loss. 
“But right now focus on the last game. Not about All-Star Game.” 

Cal Clutterbuck, who left the game with what looked like a reprisal of his 
recent finger injury in the second period, was described by coach Lane 
Lambert as day-to-day with an upper-body injury. Hudson Fasching was 
scratched with a lower-body issue and also described as day-to-day. 

The Islanders returned forward William Dufour to AHL Bridgeport after 
just one game with them. Dufour was benched after playing 6:48 against 
Boston on Wednesday and turning the puck over twice leading to goals. 
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Why the Fisherman first flopped — and now has become a retro 
Islanders sensation 

 

Ethan Sears 

10-13 minutes 1/19/2023 

 

On the ice from Long Island 

Maybe it all would have turned out differently if the Islanders had won a 
playoff series. Maybe all it would have taken was just getting to the 
playoffs. Maybe it was all down to the disastrous record and pair of last-
place finishes over the two seasons the Islanders used the infamous 
Fisherman as their primary logo. 

Certainly the losing had at least something to do with the backlash back 
then. 

“One of the truisms in sports is that you should rebrand when you expect 
that you’re gonna go in a winning direction,” Nick Hirshon, a journalism 
professor at William Paterson University and author of “We Want Fish 
Sticks,” a book that chronicles the failed rebranding, said in a phone call 
with Sports+. 

The Islanders rebranded off a 15-28-5 lockout-shortened season in 1994-
95. That was already one box they failed to check. The rest would come 
soon enough. 

New York Islanders players during a stoppage in play at a game at the 
Molson Centre in 1996-97. 

The original iteration of the Fisherman sweater, from the 1996-97 
season. 

That is part of the reason why it might be surprising to anyone around 
between 1995 and 1997 that the Islanders have wholeheartedly 
embraced the Fisherman as their reverse retro look this season. When 
the NHL first introduced the retro concept in 2020, the Islanders 
steadfastly avoided it, instead going with a navy blue sweater that was 
basically the same as their regular jersey. 

This time, they took the plunge, and the buzz was immediate. The 
sweaters quickly became ubiquitous around the UBS Arena concourse. 
The Isles are an organization based just outside of one of the league’s 
biggest media markets, but one that struggles to get attention. This got 
attention. 

Players hailed it. So did the marketing team. 

“I like the throwback stuff,” Zach Parise said in October. “I like the 
different looks, the different colors. Not the change, but just for a different 
look. It’s always neat for the fans.” 

Why, though, has there been such a change in attitude about this logo, 
once associated with the dark days of the franchise? 

The cover of the book "We Want Fish Sticks" 

Nick Hirshon’s book chronicles the disastrous rollout of the Islanders’ 
Fisherman logo. 

“When the Islanders first unveiled the Fisherman logo in 1995, there 
were lots of mistakes made,” Hirshon said. “There wasn’t a lot of 
research done, there were no focus groups or interviews with fans to 

determine whether they wanted to part from the original logo. They didn’t 
have a really good ambassador for the rebrand. In most of the ads at the 
time, they had either [general manager] Mike Milbury or [owner] John 
Spano, who turned out to be a con artist and had to give up the team. 
And they really didn’t focus as much on the team, like Ziggy Palffy, who 
was incredibly popular and still is with the fan base. 

“I think one of the reasons is with the passage of time, a lot of the 
younger fans who don’t remember the Fisherman logo from its first run in 
1995-1997, they just view this as a cool retro design and they don’t 
associate it with the losing of the 1990s or any of the other negative 
media attention that it received: ‘We Want Fish Sticks’ chants and all 
that.” 

Hirshon points to how the Kings rebranded after trading for Wayne 
Gretzky in 1988 as what a successful effort looked like. Gretzky arrived 
at his introductory press conference wearing silver and black, new colors 
for a franchise that previously had draped itself in the same purple and 
gold as their co-tenants at the Los Angeles Forum. 

With Gretzky, the Kings — who had made the playoffs in the two 
previous seasons before acquiring No. 99 — became perennial 
contenders, making it as far as the Stanley Cup Final in 1993. Silver and 
black are still the primary colors of their logo set. 

“People are more receptive to something like that because the team is 
doing good, so ‘I guess I’ll go out and buy the new jersey and I’ll 
associate it with all these positive memories,’” Hirshon said. “I think it’s 
that, I think it’s also remembering that changing a jersey or a logo is just 
one step in a more comprehensive rebranding.” 

New York Islanders' Josh Bailey and Mathew Barzal celebrate with 
teammates after Bailey scored a goal during the second period of an 
NHL hockey game against the Pittsburgh Penguins, Tuesday, Dec. 27, 
2022. 

The Islanders, at the time, also introduced Nyisles as their new mascot 
and included elements in their game presentation meant to emphasize 
the Fisherman brand — a foghorn as the goal horn and fog-like smoke 
emanating from the Nassau Coliseum scoreboard. With the team 
struggling, though, and Spano soon being chased out of ownership due 
to fraud, that all became part of the running joke that was the franchise. 

A wholesale rebranding effort would not be greeted happily now. But as a 
nod to the past and a jersey that they’re wearing six times this season — 
the final two occasions are coming Saturday against the Hurricanes and 
Jan. 28 against Las Vegas — the Fisherman comes off as cool. 

“[Fans] just see it as, “Hey, this is something that’s cool and old, it kind of 
fits in with the nostalgic kind of direction that a lot of sports teams have 
been going in the last few years,’ especially with 1990s designs,” Hirshon 
said. “For a lot of people like myself, they grew up in the ’90s and now 
we’re getting nostalgic: ‘Yeah, remember that?’ It’s now old enough that 
we kind of pine for it again.” 

How has Pelech’s injury impacted matchups? 

New York Islanders defenseman Ryan Pulock (6) and New York 
Islanders defenseman Adam Pelech (3) chat during a game between the 
New York Islanders and the Chicago Blackhawks on November 1, 2022. 

The Islanders’ dependable top defense pair of Ryan Pulock and Adam 
Pelech (right) has been broken up due to Pelech’s injury. 

Adam Pelech continues to skate with the team in his recovery from a 
head injury, but it has been a little over six weeks since the star 
defenseman went down against the Blues following a hit into the boards 
by Robert Bortuzzo. 

Though the focus lately has been on the Isles’ offensive struggles, losing 
Pelech on the back end has caused major issues. The 2022 All-Star 
forms a steadfast pair with Ryan Pulock that eats up the largest bulk of 
minutes against opposing top lines when both are healthy. Without 
Pelech, Pulock has skated with whomever Pelech’s replacement has 
been on a given night — lately Parker Wotherspoon, though Dennis 
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Cholowski drew in for Wotherspoon against the Bruins on Wednesday. 
That has been Lane Lambert’s way of protecting Wotherspoon, 
Cholowski or Robin Salo, all of whom have gotten a chance at that spot. 
But it means the Isles have needed to go with another pair — which has 
almost always been Scott Mayfield’s — against opposing top lines. 

A couple things to take note of here. First, the graphic dates back to Dec. 
23, Wotherspoon’s debut. Second, we looked at which pair played the 
most, but that doesn’t mean one pair played exclusively against one line. 
Third, remember that on the road, the Islanders don’t have last change 
— and therefore don’t have as much control of matchups. 

The last two caveats apply in particular to the Calgary game, the only 
one we looked at in which Mayfield wasn’t involved as the primary 
matchup against a top line. Aho and Mayfield played roughly five minutes 
against Nazem Kadri’s line that night and were on the ice for two goals 
against — Pulock and Wotherspoon just happened to be on for slightly 
longer, with the former being on for a goal against as well. 

Still, there are some takeaways here, the biggest being that Lambert still 
is sheltering Noah Dobson. Against Washington on Monday night, for 
example, Dobson played just 3:22 total while Alex Ovechkin — Dylan 
Strome’s left wing — was on the ice. Mayfield and Romanov were on the 
ice for 11:54 and 10:04, respectively. 

When Lambert and GM Lou Lamoriello talk about Dobson taking the next 
steps defensively, they mean being able to trust him in spots like this. 
Right now, he isn’t quite there yet. Neither is Aho, who was demoted off 
Mayfield’s left side following a series of poor performances out west. 

Washington Capitals defenseman Dmitry Orlov (9) plays the puck 
forward against New York Islanders defenseman Noah Dobson (8) 
during the second period at UBS Arena on January 16, 2023. 

The Islanders haven’t trusted Noah Dobson with a promotion to date. 

So lately, the Isles have been left with Mayfield and Romanov as their de 
facto top pair, and the results have been mixed. Minnesota’s top line of 
Kirill Kaprizov, Sam Steel and Mats Zuccarello had a strong night against 
them, as did the Capitals’ Ovechkin-Strome line. Mayfield and Romanov 
did hold their own against a heavy Stars top line of Jason Robertson, 
Tyler Seguin and Joe Pavelski — Robertson scored, but during a rare 
shift against Wotherspoon and Pulock — as well as against Montreal’s 
top line, centered by Nick Suzuki. 

That alignment has the added disadvantages of splitting up Romanov 
and Dobson, a well-balanced pair that the Islanders want to make work, 
and limiting Dobson’s five-on-five ice time, which was down 1:16 per 
game from last season going into Wednesday. 

Still, it might be the best solution they have right now. Which only makes 
it all the more imperative to get Pelech back and correct the order of 
things. 

Five hits from Bruins 4, Islanders 1 

1. William Dufour struggled in his debut, turning the puck over two 
separate times that led to goals. But the Islanders put their 20-year-old 
prospect in a position to fail. Asking him to make his NHL debut on the 
top line against the Bruins and then nailing him to the bench after he 
struggled is a self-fulfilling prophecy, one that stinks of desperation. 

2. Ditto for the recent deployment of Semyon Varlamov, who allowed four 
goals on 1.86 expected goals-against on Wednesday, per Natural Stat 
Trick. The NHL is a results league, and that is on Varlamov, just as 
Dufour’s performance is on him. But not giving Varlamov a single game 
on the homestand until the last and then expecting him to beat the best 
team in the league — in only the second game he’s played in a month — 
does wrong by the player. 

Semyon Varlamov #40 of the New York Islanders defends the net 
against David Krejci #46 of the Boston Bruins during the second period at 
UBS Arena on January 18, 2023 in Elmont, New York. 

Trying to stop the NHL’s best team in only his second game in the last 
month was not a winning formula for Semyon Varlamov. 

3. When every single penny of cap space matters, keeping Simon 
Holmstrom on the roster to be a healthy scratch instead of sending him to 
AHL Bridgeport — even if only for the day — was another head-
scratcher. 

4. Prior to any roster moves made Thursday, the Islanders had $3.36 
million in cap space and were on pace to have $6.88 million by the March 
3 trade deadline. Can they afford to wait that long to make a move? It is 
becoming hard to see how. 

5. For all the well-deserved hand-wringing over the power play, the 
Islanders had just five high-danger chances at five-on-five on 
Wednesday, per Natural Stat Trick. It was the fourth time in their last 
seven games they’ve been held to five or fewer high-danger chances, 
and during the five-game homestand, they scored a total of eight goals. 
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Goalie Ilya Sorokin, voted an All-Star, plays like one, but Islanders fall to 
Sabres in OT 

 

By Andrew Gross 

andrew.gross@newsday.comAGrossNewsday 

Updated January 20, 2023 12:03 am4-5 minutes 1/19/2023 

 

BUFFALO — Ilya Sorokin was voted an NHL All-Star for the first time on 
Thursday night and certainly played like one against the Sabres, keeping 
the Islanders in it through a horrendous start. 

The problem for the Islanders, though, is they haven’t been good enough 
to translate Sorokin’s All-Star play into two-point performances. 

Sorokin made 42 saves but couldn’t stop Dylan Cozens’ breakaway 12 
seconds into overtime as the Sabres won, 3-2, at KeyBank Center. 

“A lot of emotion, frustration,” said Brock Nelson, the Islanders’ other All-
Star, who snapped a 14-game goal drought with his team-high 16th at 
7:19 of the first period. “For Sorokie, that’s probably one of the better 
games to give us a chance to win it in a game maybe where we didn’t 
control the play.” 

The Islanders (23-19-5) had their skid extended to 1-4-3 after ending a 
disappointing 1-2-2 homestand with a 4-1 loss to the NHL-best Bruins on 
Wednesday night. They have the same 51 points as the Penguins, in the 
second wild-card spot, but have played three more games. 

“It’s hard,” said Sorokin, a five-time KHL All-Star who started for the 13th 
time in 15 games. “Overtime goal was a good goal. I appreciate the fans 
who vote for me but, just right now, focus on our game, not about the All-
Star Game. 

“I don’t have frustration. Every day is a new game. If you overthink too 
much, it’s not good for you and your emotional stability.” 

An equally sharp Ukko-Pekka Luukkonen made 24 saves for the Sabres 
(22-19-3), who have scored the third-most goals in the NHL. 

The Sabres tied it at 2-2 at 9:32 of the third period as Casey Mittelstadt 
found Victor Olofsson open on the left. The equalizer came just 39 
seconds after Luukkonen robbed Anthony Beauvillier from the right circle 
with his glove. 
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“Clearly we need the extra point more consistently,” coach Lane Lambert 
said. “They came hard, as we knew they would on an emotional night. 
The second game of a back-to-back. We blocked [28] shots. I judge the 
game as we were extremely committed.” 

The Sabres inducted former goalie Ryan Miller into their hall of fame and 
retired his No. 30 jersey in a pregame ceremony. 

Lambert altered his lineup for a second straight night, but the Islanders 
have scored only 10 goals in their last six games. William Dufour was 
sent back to the Islanders’ AHL affiliate in Bridgeport after making his 
NHL debut on Wednesday. 

Hudson Fasching, who has earned a full-time role on the third line, 
missed the game with a lower-body injury and is day-to-day. 

So Simon Holmstrom drew back after being a healthy scratch on 
Wednesday. Ross Johnston, playing for the first time in six games, was 
on the fourth line as Lambert elevated Cal Clutterbuck to Mathew 
Barzal’s top line with Anders Lee. 

But Lambert was liberally mixing and matching his combinations by the 
second period and Clutterbuck exited for the dressing room at 18:03 of 
the second period, day-to-day with an upper-body injury. 

Matt Martin gave the Islanders a 2-1 lead at 18:30 of the second period. 
Alex Tuch had tied the score at 8:26 of the second period after 
defenseman Rasmus Dahlin’s initial shot was blocked. 

Sorokin, and pretty much Sorokin alone, helped the Islanders to a 1-0 
lead after the first period. 

The Islanders were outshot 19-5 in the first 20 minutes, outchanced 36-9 
and, per NaturalStatTrick.com, the Sabres held an 11-2 advantage in 
high-danger chances. The Islanders offered little defensive resistance 
either in the neutral zone or at the blue line. 

Said Martin, “We made a little bit of an adjustment on that.” 
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NHL's Gary Bettman: We're waiting for further development at UBS 
Arena 

 

By Andrew Gross 

andrew.gross@newsday.comAGrossNewsday 

Updated January 19, 2023 7:30 pm2-3 minutes 1/19/2023 

 

BUFFALO — NHL commissioner Gary Bettman watched Wednesday 
night’s Islanders-Bruins game with team owner Scott Malkin at UBS 
Arena. Among the topics discussed was bringing either an All-Star Game 
or an NHL Draft, or both, to the new facility. 

The situation remains the same, though. For the Islanders to host one of 
the league’s marquee events, the area around UBS Arena needs to be 
developed further, specifically with a generous amount of hotel rooms in 
addition to retail options. 

“We want to bring league events to UBS,” Bettman said Thursday at 
KeyBank Center, in town as the Sabres retired goalie Ryan Miller’s No. 
30 and inducted him into their hall of fame. 

“But everybody is agreed that we want to bring it to the finished product, 
which is the surrounding area. Once they finish the developments 

surrounding it, it’s going to be terrific and we’ll bring our events. The 
plans are there and they’re committed to doing it. So it’s just a question 
of getting it done.” 

Bettman said there still is no set timetable to start or complete that 
construction. 

William Dufour, one of the Islanders’ top prospects, was returned to AHL 
Bridgeport after being recalled on Wednesday and making his debut in a 
4-1 loss to the Bruins. 

Dufour, 20, logged just 6:48 and was benched at 11:00 of the second 
period after turning the puck over on each of the Bruins’ first two goals. 

“We’ll just continue his development,” coach Lane Lambert said. “Any 
game is a tough spot, potentially. I thought he made a couple of [bad] 
plays but he also did some good things. 

“From his standpoint, he’s now been there, done that and gone through 
Day 1. Right there is a step in the right direction, and it puts him ahead of 
the game the next time.” 
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Switches on Islanders' power play have been unsuccessful 

 

By Andrew Gross 

andrew.gross@newsday.comAGrossNewsday 

Updated January 19, 2023 7:27 pm4-5 minutes 1/19/2023 

 

BUFFALO — Chronicling the Islanders of late has become a gloom-and-
doom report, particularly when it comes to their goal production. And 
nowhere does it seem gloomier or doomier than their power-play 
struggles. 

The Islanders faced the high-scoring Sabres on Thursday night at 
KeyBank Center after concluding a disappointing 1-2-2 homestand with a 
4-1 loss to the NHL-best Bruins on Wednesday night. 

They went 0-for-6 on the power play against the Bruins’ top-ranked 
penalty kill, generating only seven shots in 9:46 of man-advantage time. 
That left the Islanders 0-for-12 on the power play over a four-game span 
and an astonishingly bad 3-for-49 (6.1%) since Dec. 10 entering 
Thursday’s game. 

“Just sticking with it,” Mathew Barzal said after Wednesday’s loss when 
asked how to escape the rut. “I think frustration just killed it. It killed us 
tonight. It’s lost us some games recently. It just has to be better, that’s 
the bottom line.” 

Coach Lane Lambert and assistant John MacLean, brought in this 
season to run the power play, have tinkered with the personnel to no 
success. Defenseman Dennis Cholowski, recalled from the Islanders’ 
AHL affiliate in Bridgeport on Wednesday, quarterbacked the second unit 
instead of Sebastian Aho against the Bruins. Defenseman Ryan Pulock 
recently was moved from the point to the left half-wall to open him up for 
one-timers. 

Hudson Fasching was tried in the bumper spot between the circles. 
Jean-Gabriel Pageau has switched from the first unit to the second unit 
and back to the first unit again. 

Nothing has created a dangerous look by the Islanders, who often hurt 
themselves as they struggle to gain the offensive zone. 
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The lack of power-play success is a significant reason the Islanders 
mustered only eight goals on the five-game homestand. They scored two 
or fewer goals in seven of their first nine games of 2023. 

Remember, one tweak Lambert made when he took over from Barry 
Trotz was to push his players into the attack more, sacrificing some 
defense to do so. 

“Everyone that comes to the rink, the coaching staff, the players, we’re all 
working every day to get better,” Lambert said. “We have to get our 
power play going.” 

Lambert said the power play has been too inconsistent in generating 
chances. 

“There are times when we have had good power plays and get good 
opportunities,” he said. “But the consistency isn’t there. We’ve got to get 
more pucks to the net.” 

To that end, Lambert said after Wednesday’s loss that he has to consider 
changes. 

“Yeah, we have to look at it,” he said. “We have to figure out a way to put 
the proper units together. If it means changing the units, then that’s what 
we have to do. So be it. At the end of the day, we’ve got to get some 
results.” 

The Islanders’ top unit against the Bruins again featured Noah Dobson 
up top with Barzal and Brock Nelson on the half-walls, Anders Lee as the 
net-front presence and Pageau in the middle. 

Josh Bailey, Anthony Beauvillier and Zach Parise have been constants 
on the second unit. 

Overall, the Islanders had sunk to 27th overall in the NHL on the power 
play at 23-for-135 (17.0%) entering Thursday. Pageau was leading them 
with five power-play goals. In comparison, Tage Thompson led the 
Sabres with 14. 

Not surprisingly, the Islanders entered Thursday on a 1-4-2 skid and 2-5-
2 on the road since Dec. 13. 

They also were only one point out of a playoff spot. 

When asked after Wednesday’s loss if his team’s season is starting to 
slip away, Barzal said, “Absolutely not.” 
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Ilya Sorokin Heading to All-Star Game, Has 'Stop Puck' at Elite Rate  

 

Stefen Rosner 

4-5 minutes 1/19/2023 

 

BUFFALO, NY — New York Islanders netminder Ilya Sorokin told NYI 
Hockey Now back at training camp that he worked on ‘stop puck’ during 
the offseason. And so far in 2022-23 he has done that at an elite rate. 

After not being selected by the NHL to represent the Islanders at the All-
Star Game, with Brock Nelson getting the honors, Ilya Sorokin has been 
voted in by the fans. 

This is Ilya Sorokin’s first All-Star selection and likely will not be his last. 

Appreciate fans who voted for me,” Sorokin said. 

When asked if it was fun for goalies at All-Star games, given that Sorokin 
made five during his time in the KHL, he had us cracking up. 

“Absolutely no. No,” Sorokin said with a grin on his face. He ended his 
press conference by thanking the fans again. 

“Thanks for the fans who voted for me.” 

It hasn’t been a perfect season for Sorokin, but he has been the New 
York Islanders’ best player for most of this season, and the Islanders only 
find themselves in the playoff race because of his performances. 

After an elite showing against the Buffalo Sabres on Thursday night 
despite a 3-2 overtime loss, stopping 42 of 45, 19 alone in the first, 
Sorokin sits fifth in the NHL with a 2.32 GAA and second with a .926 
SV% and three shutouts. 

Per NaturalStatrick.com, Sorokin owns a Goals-Saved Above Average of 
21.44, which is second to Vezina-race leader and Boston Bruins starter 
Linus Ullmark (26.74). 

“I mean, he’s probably the most deserving,” Nelson said. “Especially, I 
mean, I think a night like tonight just proves his worth, his value to us. He 
gives us a chance if we’re not at our best to still win games, so well 
deserved for him, and happy for him.” 

Matt Martin, who didn’t know about Sorokin when we asked Thursday 
night, was very happy for his netminder. 

“He obviously deserves it. He’s one of the top goaltenders in the league, 
and we’re very fortunate to have him here,” Martin said. “Tonight was 
more of the same that we’ve seen all season. Just steady in net. When 
we do have breakdowns, he generally swallows them up for us and 
makes it look easy when he does it.” 

“So we’re blessed to have not only him but two goalies back there that 
cover up for our mistakes as often as we make them.” 

There are too many jaw-dropping saves from Sorokin’s season to share 
them all, but it’s become a common theme, seeing the 27-year-old 
commit robberies. 
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Islanders Spoil Sorokin Special, Lose to Sabres 3-2 (OT)  

 

Stefen Rosner 

4-5 minutes 1/19/2023 

 

BUFFALO, NY — Backed by elite goaltending from Ilya Sorokin, the New 
York Islanders head home with a point, but ultimately blew another lead 
late in a 3-2 overtime loss to the Buffalo Sabres. 

The Islanders are now 23-19-5 on the season. 

GOALS 

Brock Nelson scored his 16th of the season at 7:19 of the first period as 
he tapped home a strong feed from Anthony Beauvillier. Josh Bailey was 
credited with the secondary assist. 

Alex Tuch tied the contest at one at 8:26 of the second period as he 
tapped home a loose puck for his 22nd of the season. Rasmus Dahlen 
and Jeff Skinner were credited with the assists. 
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Matt Martin scored his fifth goal of the season at 18:30 of the second, as 
he finished off a Casey Cizikas pass. 

Victor Olofsson tied the game at two as he sniped Sorokin for his 19th 
goal of the season at 9:32 of the third period. Casey Mittelstadt was 
credited with the lone assist. 

Dylan Cozens scored the overtime winner just 12 seconds into the 
overtime frame as Dahlin sprung him on a breakaway, and that was that. 

Sorokin Stands on His Head 

As we have said time and time again, New York Islanders netminder Ilya 
Sorokin stood on his head and was the clear-cut no. one start of the 
contest in Buffalo. He faced 20 shots in the first period, eight being high-
danger shots. 

Sorokin ended his night with 42 saves on 45 shots, stopping 12 of 14 
high-danger chances. Per NaturalStatrick.com, Sorokin had a 4.51 
expected goals against. 

“He played really, really well,” Islanders head coach Lane Lambert said. 
“Obviously kept us in the game when he needed to.” 

Nelson Snaps Goal Drought 

It was just a matter of time before New York Islanders forward Brock 
Nelson found the back. The Islanders leading scorer had gone 14 games 
without a goal, and the Islanders really needed his offense back. 

Despite being dominated in the first period against the Buffalo Sabres, 
Nelson was in the right place at the right time and tapped home a strong 
feed from Anthony Beauvillier. 

“Nice to capitalize,” Nelson said. “Great play by Beauvillier to find me 
backside, so it’s nice to get one.” 

“You’d like it to be in a win, and I’d feel better, but just try and continue to 
build your game.” 

Another Lead Blown 

The New York Islanders scored first for a fifth-straight game, but for the 
fourth time over that span, they have blown the lead. 

To take that step further, three of the four leads have been blown in the 
third period. 

The Islanders did take this one to overtime but allowed an unreal goal. 
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NHL Commissioner Gary Bettman: 'We Want To Bring League Events to 
UBS'  

 

Stefen Rosner 
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BUFFALO, NY — Before puck drop at KeyBank Center between the New 
York Islanders and the Buffalo Sabres, National Hockey League 
commissioner Gary Bettman spoke to the media on a variety of topics, 
including former Buffalo Sabres goaltender Ryan Miller and his 
retirement ceremony, more on Philadelphia Flyers defenseman Ivan 
Provorov and his refusal to wear Pride Warmup jersey and more. 

Bettman shared how important Miller was to the organization and turning 
the franchise around. 

Here’s what Bettman said regarding Provorov: 

“At the end of the day, I think everybody knows what the league stands 
for in terms of our values, what the Flyers stand for in terms of their 
values, but in the final analysis, individual players are going to make 
decisions and follow their beliefs. Having said that, when you look at all 
of our players and the commitments that they’ve made to social causes 
and to making our game welcoming and inclusive, let’s focus on the 700 
that embrace it and not one or two that may have some issues for their 
own personal reasons.” 

Gary Bettman was also asked about the New York Islanders hosting 
league events in the near future. 

“Well, actually, I was talking to Scott Malkin last night,” Bettman said. “I 
was at the game last night, just coincidentally, but we want to bring 
league events to UBS.” 

However, there is a caveat. 

“But everybody’s agreed that we want to bring it to the finished product, 
which is the surrounding area,” Bettman said. 

The Islanders are working on creating more a “Lighthouse Project” type 
situation, with restaurants, shopping, and hotels around the arena. If you 
parked in the South Lot during the 2021-22 season, that lot no longer 
exists, as that’s a location for at least some of the upcoming construction. 

“That arena is great. I took the train out last night, 29 minutes from my 
office. And once they finish the developments surrounding it, it’s going to 
be terrific, and we’ll bring our events there,” Bettman said. 

Bettman redirected that question back to the Islanders organization when 
asked about a timeline. 

“You need to talk to the Islanders about that. I mean, you know, buildings 
just don’t pop out of the grounds,” Bettman said. “It takes a little bit of 
time and work.” 

“By the way, the plans are there, and they’re committed to doing it.” 
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Islanders Gm 47: Backend in Buffalo, Sabres on Their Tail  

 

Stefen Rosner 

3-4 minutes 1/19/2023 

 

BUFFALO, NY — The New York Islanders (23-19-4) are back in action 
for the second leg of a back-to-back as they face the Buffalo Sabres (21-
19-3). Puck drop is slated for 7:30 PM at the Keybank Center. 

Before puck drop, around 6 PM, the Buffalo Sabres will be inducting 
Ryan Miller into their hall of fame and retiring his no. 30 jersey. 

The New York Islanders did not skate Thursday morning, but head coach 
Lane Lambert wil speak with us around 4:15 PM to provide updates. 

This morning, William Dufour was sent back to Bridgeport, per the NHL’s 
media site, as Simon Holmstrom likely returns to the lineup. 

With Semyon Varlamov playing against the Boston Bruins on 
Wednesday, Ilya Sorokin is back between the pipes against the Sabres. 
He goes against Ukko-Pekka Luukkonn in what should be a fun 
goaltender matchup. 
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The Islanders go head-to-head with former player Kyle Okposo, who is in 
his first season as captain of the Sabres. They also go up against the son 
of Bridgeport Islanders head coach Brent Thompson, Tage Thompson, 
who is having a monster season with 32 goals and 27 assists in 43 
games. 

ISLANDERS NOTES 

Tonight, the New York Islanders visit the Buffalo Sabres in the first of 
three matchups between the two clubs this season. The last time these 
teams met was April 23, 2022 in Buffalo. The Islanders play their first 
road game since January 6 tonight, and four of their last five meetings 
against Buffalo have been on the road at KeyBank Center. 

The Islanders enter tonight’s matchup with a 4-1-1 record in their last six 
matchups against Atlantic Division teams, and they will cap off their ninth 
back-to-back series of the season tonight, after hosting the Bruins last 
night at UBS Arena. 
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Islanders Did Dufour No Favors: What Went Wrong In Rookie’s Debut  

 

Stefen Rosner 

6-7 minutes 1/19/2023 

 

The New York Islanders needed offense and brought up 20-year-old 
William Dufour to provide a spark against the beasts of the East in the 
Boston Bruins. 

But like beasts do, they feasted on Dufour and the rest of the Islanders in 
a 4-1 loss. 

William Dufour played just 6:48 minutes, as he was on the ice for the first 
two goals against–with a few mistakes–and then sat and watched the 
final 29 minutes of the game. 

He is no longer listed on the New York Islanders media site as of 
Thursday morning, but no official announcement has come from the team 
yet. There’s a chance…a chance…that he was sent down to open up a 
roster spot for forward Kyle Palmieri (IR). 

Let’s assume Dufour was sent down because he struggled, which is the 
likely reason, and go through what went wrong in his debut. 

On his first shift, Dufour fed linemate Mathew Barzal coming out of their 
zone. The pass was behind Barzal, who made a strong move to quickly 
toe-drag the puck through his legs, which allowed him to continue moving 
forward with pace, which led to a quality chance for Josh Bailey off the 
rush. 

He had his first career hit on Boston defender Derek Forbort, as he was 
doing the little things you wanted to see. 

But then his debut went south and fast. 

On the Bruins first goal, courtesy of Charlie McAvoy, Dufour tried to clear 
the puck out of the defensive zone but failed to, leading to extended zone 
time for Boston. The puck made its way back to McAvoy, Dufour’s man, 
but the youngster could not get his body or stick on the shot, and 
netminder Semyon Varlamov failed to come up with the save. 

On the Bruins second goal, via a Forbort tap-in, Dufour was double-
teamed along the boards, ultimately losing the puck battle. He needed 
more support from his linemates, didn’t get it, and that was that. 

Scorebort from the doorstep. pic.twitter.com/ye3t9iRDhu 

— Boston Bruins (@NHLBruins) January 19, 2023 

After the game, William Dufour did not speak, but Islanders head coach 
Lane Lambert shared his thoughts on the prospect’s performance. 

“I liked his first period. I like some of the things he did. He’s a big body. 
He went to the net hard, and he’ll continue to learn and grow from that,” 
Islanders head coach Lane Lambert said. “And that’s what that’s about 
from that standpoint.” 

“He’ll be fine.” 

There’s two ways to look at how Dufour was handled Wednesday night. 
Should he have been benched in a game where the Islanders needed 
offense, and his call-up was solely for that reason? Or did Lambert do the 
right thing by sitting him, as he didn’t look ready early on? 

Whichever way your mind goes, the blame might have to go on general 
manager Lou Lamoriello. 

This summer, we spoke with Lamoriello, who shared that he would rather 
call up prospects too late. 

This might have been an example of calling a player up too early, and it 
backfired. 

Despite a solid start to his AHL career, with 13 goals and 12 assists in 37 
games, this was the first season of his professional career. Yes, he 
dominated in juniors, but that doesn’t compare as Dufour said it best 
when NYI Hockey Now caught up to him after Wednesday’s morning 
skate. 

“Junior, sometimes, if I was playing a bad game, I could finish with like 
two goals. It’s not the same type of thing here,” Dufour said. “I mean, if I 
don’t move my feet, if I don’t play physical, like, I won’t have any chances 
offensively,” Dufour said. 

It’s the same at the NHL level, which he learned quickly in his NHL debut. 

Now for Lambert, he had the chance to see Dufour skate during the 
optional ice time and had to make a decision based on that. Yes, 21-
year-old Simon Holmstrom had struggled since returning from an eight-
game absence due to a lower-body injury. And yes, against the Bruins, 
offense is needed, which he was not providing. 

But defense is also needed, and Holmstrom does play strong on the 
defensive side of the puck. 

It would have made more sense for Dufour to play against the Buffalo 
Sabres, who the Islanders face Thursday night. Yes, the Sabres have 
been solid this season, but no one in the NHL compares to Boston. 

Also, Lambert played Dufour on a line with a struggling Barzal and 
Bailey, who provided him with little support throughout the night, 
particularly in the defensive zone. 

We see call-ups come up and play either on the third line, alongside 
Jean-Gabriel Pageau or on the fourth line. 

The reason Dufour likely did not play a bottom-six role Wednesday night 
is because they went up against Boston’s big guns. 

Dufour would not have been ready for that responsibility. 

It was a tough matchup for any young player, especially one making his 
NHL debut. 

Now he goes back to Bridgeport (allegedly) as he will learn from his 
debut and move forward with his development. He has a lot of upside, 
especially with that shot of his, but he needs to work on his skating if he’s 
going to be able to stick in the NHL. 

At 20 years old and in his first AHL and professional season, William 
Dufour still has a lot to learn–which should not be considered a problem 
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by any means. His failures were not all on him, as management did not 
help the cause. 
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Islanders Power-Play Slide Reaches Pitiful Point, 2 Options  
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Insanity: Repeating the same act over and over again and expecting the 
same result. The New York Islanders power play is on a three-for-51 
slide ( 5.88 percent) and just one-for-13 during their five-game 
homestand (1-2-2). 

A Mathew Barzal one-timer, a Jean-Gabriel Pageau wrister, and an 
Anders Lee deflection are the three goals. 

To start the homestand, New York Islanders head coach Lane Lambert 
went back to his original top power-play unit but switched up the second 
group: 

On their first opportunity against the Dallas Stars on Jan. 10, Lee scored 
on the power play as he deflected home a Brock Nelson shot. 

They have yet to score since. 

After an 0-for-five night in a 4-1 loss to the Boston Bruins, New York 
Islanders head coach Lane Lambert did not hold back. 

“Our power play has to get something going for us,” Lambert said. 

On the five chances, the Islanders’ power-play units combined for just 
five shots on goal. NYI Hockey Now asked Lambert if he thought they 
were getting the chances and not executing or if there were more 
chances to be had. 

“I think it’s inconsistent. There are times when we have had good power 
plays and get good opportunities. But the consistency isn’t there. We’ve 
got to get more pucks to the net.” 

Barzal knows the power play is costing them games. 

“It killed us tonight,” Barzal said. “It’s lost us some games recently, and it 
just has to be better. That’s the bottom line.” 

This season, the Islanders’ power play is being run by John MacLean, 
who led the San Jose Sharks to the 11th worst power play in the NHL in 
2021-22 at 18 percent. And that’s a power play that had Tomas Hertl and 
Timo Meier on it. 

Under John Gruden, from 2018-22, the Islanders’ power play executed at 
an 18.1 percent clip, so the power play has been an issue for quite some 
time. 

Get a Finisher 

The New York Islanders have players that can score. There’s no 
question about that, as we have seen it. Whether we are referring to 
Nelson, Barzal, or Noah Dobson, to name a few, they can pot pucks. 

Nelson hasn’t scored in 14 games. Barzal hasn’t scored in five games. 
And Dobson hasn’t scored in 11 games. 

But regardless, that superstar finisher isn’t here. 

Look at the Bruins, who have over three elite finishers on the roster, who 
all play on the power play, with a nifty defenseman at the point in Charlie 
McAvoy, who moves the puck quickly and, more importantly, sneakily. 

It seems that every other team has a star goal scorer, while the Islanders’ 
star is a playmaker in Barzal. There’s nothing wrong with that as long as 
that player has a finisher to play with. It’s a glaring need that general 
manager Lou Lamoriello has not addressed in his four-plus seasons at 
the helm. 

It was a need before Lamoriello even got to the island. 

Any of the top names on the market, whether it be Bo Horvat, Meier, or 
Patrick Kane, automatically makes the Islanders’ power play a threat 
because eyes will go to them, creating time and space for other players. 

Now’s the time to do it if the Islanders want to make their power play a 
threat again because, right now, it’s a non-threat. 

Quantity Over Quality 

Lambert said he wants his players to get more shots on net. So, do that. 

The Islanders tend to pass up shooting lanes when they prevent 
themselves, whether it’s a catch-and-shoot or a one-time option. 

And obviously, there are situations where the pass back to the point is 
needed if the penalty killers are too aggressive and hop into the shooting 
lanes early. 

Besides those instances, the Islanders should be firing shots left and 
right, given the players in front on both units. 

At times, they are, but Nelson’s shot misses the net, or Mathew Barzal 
doesn’t find the corner–which happens–but it can’t continue at this rate. 

On the top unit, Pageau has strong hand-eye coordination, and maybe 
the softer shots, rather than the one-timer each time, will create more 
deflection opportunities. And then you have Lee in front to clean up 
rebounds. 

Both players can provide the traffic to screen goaltenders, but if the shots 
aren’t coming, their role doesn’t serve much purpose. 

Zach Parise is the perfect net-front presence guy on the second power-
play unit. This group doesn’t get a lot of minutes, but when they do, they 
haven’t capitalized either. 

Unlike the first one, this unit has two defensemen, making Ryan Pulock 
the one-time option on the left side. 

Parise told NYI Hockey Now that providing a screen for Pulock’s shot 
doesn’t make much sense. 

“Honestly, he [Pulock] doesn’t want me in front of it. I mean, from that 
one-timer, you’re going to beat the goalie, or you’re not. For a net-front 
guy, that’s a tough one to screen,” Parise said. “I mean, you feel like that 
type of shot, the more bodies that are in front of it, the more chance of 
me blocking it than it going in.” 

“But yeah, it’s more so if it doesn’t go in, hopefully, it sits right there.” 

The problem is consistency for Pulock in terms of hitting the net. 

Over this pitiful three-for-50 stretch, the New York Islanders have 64 
shots, 1.28 shots per power-play chance. 

That number is skewed a bit, as the Islanders racked up 14 power-play 
shots on five opportunities against the Arizona Coyotes in a 5-4 loss on 
Dec. 16. 

Something’s got to give for New York, and if not, the power play will be 
blamed for why the Islanders miss the postseason for a second-straight 
season. And if they do find a way to sneak into the playoffs, the power 
play has to be effective if they are going to go on a run. 
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Islanders Mailbag: 'Let's Say Hypothetically...'  
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After a disastrous road trip out in Seattle and Western Canada, where 
slow starts killed them, the New York Islanders had the chance to right 
some wrongs on this latest homestand. 

The Islanders did improve in one area, as their slow starts were for not, 
scoring the first goal in four out of the five games, with strong starts in all 
of them. 

But they counteracted those strong starts with horrific finishes, blowing 
the lead in three of the four games and capping off their road trip with a 
1-2-2 record. 

The Islanders blew a 1-0 lead to the Minnesota Wild in the third, a 3-0 
lead against the Washington Capitals, and a 1-0 lead to the Boston 
Bruins. Two of the three were slim leads, understandably, but when you 
are a team teetering around a playoff spot, and the one strong suit is that 
you close out games, those points can’t be thrown away like they were 
on this homestand. 

They are now a point out of the second wild-card spot (50), with the 
Florida Panthers (47), the Buffalo Sabres (45), and the Philadelphia 
Flyers (45) right on their tail. 

At this moment in time, the Islanders are closer to the Flyers in the 
standings, than the New York Rangers (57). 

Hey Jonny, and thanks for the question. I would say it completely 
depends on exactly what player Islanders general manager Lou 
Lamoriello is acquiring. 

If it’s Bo Horvat with an extension, I would say yes. Now there’s a crowd 
who would think making a trade at this point does nothing. But because 
of the Penguins’ struggles, the Islanders still find themselves near the 
final playoff spot. 

The problem is teams like the Canucks, and every team that is dangling 
a player on the market will get Lamoriello to overpay right now, knowing 
how high of a need it is. 

I think if the Islanders find themselves out of it by March 3, they should 
sell off some assets. The problem with that is, the Islanders probably 
won’t be out of it enough for Lambert to fold. 

I think if no moves are made before the deadline or on deadline day, that 
won’t go over well with ownership. 

After the third-period horn sounded Wednesday, “Lou Must Go” chants 
reigned down from the UBS Arena stands. 

As long as the Islanders stay relevant in the standings, people will show 
up but it’s clear that fans’ patience is quickly running out. 

 Power play lost us another game (@Nysportssteve1) 

Despite being outplayed by the Bruins after the opening twenty, the 
Islanders had plenty of chances and one power-play goal on their five 
opportunities could have turned the tides. 

But 0-for-5 they went. 

With the Islanders’ lack of even-strength production, the missed power-
play opportunities have killed their chances to win games. 

Let’s get to the mailbag. Thanks for your questions: 

Why bring up Dufour if he’s not going to play the last 30 minutes? 
(@Mbellia_29) 

Well, I doubt the plan going in was to not play William Dufour. I think the 
Islanders were trying to spark the group, by bringing up a prospect and 
playing him in the lineup. 

But the only way a spark was going to come was if Dufour replaced a 
regular. He replaced a struggling Holmstrom and against the best team in 
the league, he struggled. 

Rather than continue to throw the kid out on the ice, Lambert elected to 
bench him. 

I believe in Lambert. Trotz got nothing out of this group last year either. 
This is on Lou. And I don’t think ONE forward fixes it. Team needs some 
major surgery (@JPDSalazar) 

I don’t think it’s fair to blame Lambert for what’s transpired. He’s playing 
with the cards he’s been dealt and he’s not the dealer. 

He’s made his fair share of rookie coaching mistakes, but it seems that 
his players just aren’t playing strong enough for him. 

Like Barry Trotz, Lambert needs external additions. And he doesn’t have 
that and the Islanders’ fluke of 2021-22, doesn’t seem like a fluke 
anymore. 
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Stars take over Central Division lead with convincing win vs. Kings 

 

The Associated Press 

 

LOS ANGELES — One night after blowing a three-goal lead, Tyler 
Seguin and the Dallas Stars weren’t going to let the same thing happen 
again. 

Seguin led the early charge with two goals in the first period and Scott 
Wedgewood made 34 saves for his first shutout this season as the Stars 
defeated the Los Angeles Kings 4-0 on Thursday. 

“I think once we got our lead, we didn’t really shrink from that,” said 
Southern California native Jason Robertson, who had a goal and an 
assist. “Our penalty kill was outstanding. Wedgie also. We just kept with 
it and kind of squeezed the game out.” 

The Stars, who moved into the Central Division lead with a Western 
Conference-best 61 points, had a 3-0 cushion Wednesday night at San 
Jose before the Sharks rallied with five unanswered goals. Dallas scored 
three times in the first period against the Kings and never backed off. 

Besides being motivated by Wednesday’s meltdown, Dallas took 
advantage of a Los Angeles squad coming off its first four-day break of 
the season. 

Seguin also had an assist to match a season high with three points. It 
was his 44th multigoal game with the Stars. Only teammate Jamie Benn 
has more with Dallas (45) among active skaters. 

Seguin has eight points (five goals, three assists) in his six games 
centering the top line since Roope Hintz was sidelined with an upper-
body injury. 
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“Yeah, it’s great. I know how to play with those guys and I have fun 
playing with them,” Seguin said. “I know I’m just keeping Roope’s seat 
warm, but they’re great players and I’m able to find open spaces out 
there.” 

Wedgewood improved to 3-2 in his career against the Kings and earned 
his sixth NHL shutout. 

“Obviously, they’ve been hot and they’ve been kind of steamrolling 
through the league the last month, month-plus. So for us to come in here 
after what happened last time and walk away with two points is big for 
us,” he said. 

Los Angeles had won four of six but was blanked for the third time since 
Dec. 8. The Kings were 0 for 4 on the power play after scoring seven 
times in 18 opportunities this month. 

Pheonix Copley, who fell to 12-3, allowed four goals on 17 shots before 
being pulled. Jonathan Quick stopped seven shots in the remaining 33 
minutes. 

“There’s no way that team down the hallway with the leaders and coach 
they have are going give up a three-goal lead in back-to-back games,” 
Kings coach Todd McLellan said. “We created our own self-inflicted 
misery early and tried to find our game as the game wore on.” 

Seguin opened the scoring at 6:54 of the first when his snap shot from 
the top of the slot went off the inside of Copley’s blocker and then 
through his legs. 

The Stars’ center then scored his second goal in the opening period for 
the first time since 2017 with a shot from the left faceoff circle at 17:20. 
Esa Lindell made it 3-0 just 84 seconds later when his snap shot from the 
slot hit the post and went in. 

Robertson chased Copley at 7:27 of the second with his second attempt 
on a wraparound. Robertson was stopped on his first try before going 
upstairs and beating Copley short side. 

Robertson, who grew up 20 minutes from downtown Los Angeles in 
Arcadia, is tied for fourth in the league with 31 goals. The forward has 
three goals and six points in three games against the Kings this season. 

Up next 

Stars: Host the Arizona Coyotes on Saturday. 

Kings: Begin a six-game road trip Saturday against the Nashville 
Predators. 
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Stars stayed intact without Roope Hintz. Thank Tyler Seguin for that. 

 

Peter Warren 

 

Dallas Stars center Tyler Seguin (91) lines up for a face off during the 
first period of an... 

The Stars have been playing a man down with center Roope Hintz on the 
mend with an upper body injury since Jan. 8, but the Dallas top line 
hasn’t had much of a drop-off thanks to Tyler Seguin. 

That doesn’t surprise head coach Pete DeBoer, who expected the 
veteran Seguin to step up to the task. Seguin has fit in well with wingers 
Jason Robertson and Joe Pavelski. 

“Tyler’s come in and done an admirable job filling in for Roope,” DeBoer 
said after Saturday’s loss at Calgary. “Who’s filling in for Tyler? Who’s 
stepping in for the next guy? That’s what we need to have happen.” 

Before moving to the top line, Seguin had been held pointless in four 
straight games. But he has taken advantage of the opportunity. 

Seguin has five points — three goals and two assists — in the five 
games Hintz has been out. 

“He’s got a great opportunity to play with those guys,” captain Jamie 
Benn said recently. “Doing a heck of a job so far.” 

The Stars have been lucky this season with injuries. Dallas has 14 total 
games lost due to injury this year — and nobody has missed more than 
six games in a row. 

Prior to Hintz’s injury, Dallas had not had anybody miss a game due to 
injury since Nov. 21. 

Losing your No. 1 center can be calamitous for any team. But for a Dallas 
team in the middle of a scheduling quirk that sent them from the West 
Coast to the East Coast then back to the West Coast in a three-week 
span, it could have sparked a downward swing ahead of the All-Star 
Break later this month. 

Dallas is 2-2-1 since Hintz’s injury ahead of Thursday’s late game in Los 
Angeles. It could be 4-1-0, too, if not for a fluky last-second goal against 
the Rangers last week at Madison Square Garden or blowing a 3-0 lead 
to San Jose on Wednesday. 

The second line stayed intact with Hintz out for the first four games, but 
all three lines underwent changes before the game against the Sharks. 

The new second line featured Benn, Wyatt Johnston and Ty Dellandrea, 
who replaced Mason Marchment. Marchment joined the line with Luke 
Glendening and Denis Gurianov, while Fredrik Olofsson, Radek Faksa 
and Joel Kiviranta were the fourth line. Gurianov and Olofsson also 
switched lines last week. 

Dallas Morning News LOADED: 01.20.2023 
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With Tyler Seguin thriving and Roope Hintz returning, what do Stars do 
with top line? 

 

Saad Yousuf 

 

The Dallas Stars have a problem. 

Yes, that’s a strange way to begin a story after a 4-0 Stars win over the 
Kings, Scott Wedgewood’s first shutout of the season. But it was the 
other end of things that prompts the first sentence. 

To be fair, it’s a good problem. 

The Stars’ top line was dominant. The scoring distribution chart below 
shows it, but the centerman went on hat-trick watch before the first 
intermission and Jason Robertson joined him soon after in the multi-point 
department for the evening. Joe Pavelski had an assist and barely 
missed out on scoring a goal in the third period. 

There you have it. “Stars’ top line dominates a game,” a headline that 
has become commonplace for the better part of the past three seasons. 
Except this time, it’s referring to a slightly different unit than the one fans 
have grown accustomed to. 

Tyler Seguin has moved up to anchor Robertson and Pavelski since 
Roope Hintz went out with an injury Jan. 8 against the Florida Panthers. 
In the six games since, Seguin has eight points, including five goals. His 
elevation has created a void lower in the lineup, but for Seguin himself, 
these games have been great. Stats aside, it’s the best stretch of hockey 
Seguin has played this season, some of the best he’s played in years. 

Hintz didn’t accompany the Stars on their three-game West Coast trip but 
has been skating in Dallas and progressing well. By all accounts, he’s 
nearing a return. Before we get to the conundrum, which you’ve likely 
caught on to by now, let’s discuss a few things. 

Linemates matter. It seems like an obvious statement but often gets 
forgotten in player evaluation. The two greatest examples of this for the 
Stars are Seguin and Jamie Benn. The faces of the old Stars core have 
had resurgent seasons to varying degrees, and there are many reasons 
for that. 

Benn’s pairing with Wyatt Johnston and the revolving third member of Ty 
Dellandrea and Mason Marchment has been huge, as has been the 
opportunity to play with Robertson, Hintz, Pavelski and Miro Heiskanen 
on the top power-play unit. Seguin started the season hot, with his only 
three-point night besides his game Thursday in Los Angeles coming in 
the season opener in Nashville. When his pairing with Mason Marchment 
was buzzing, so was Seguin. Dellandrea was initially part of that 
equation, but the absence of an impactful third member not only hurt the 
Stars but hurt the other two members of the line. Robertson, Hintz and 
Pavelski are all great players, but the line is so great because of how well 
they complete each other. 

Secondly, Hintz is clearly the best centerman on the Stars. Heck, he’s 
the best overall forward and probably the best player not named 
Heiskanen. His absence has been glaringly obvious the past two weeks. 
Again, it seems like a relatively obvious statement (votes for Robertson 
are also legitimate) but feels important to make clear before we dive into 
this Stars problem. 

Here’s what coach Pete DeBoer now has on his hands. The easy thing to 
do when Hintz is ready to play is plug him back in between Robertson 
and Pavelski. Nobody will question the move; it’s arguably the right thing 
to do. The Stars’ top line with Hintz in the middle isn’t just the top line on 
the team; it’s one of the best in hockey in the world. 

If Hintz goes back to the top line, the spotlight now turns to Seguin. 
Before his elevation, Seguin was left trying to figure things out with 
Dellandrea and a rotation of Fredrick Olofsson and Joel Kiviranta. Last 
month, DeBoer put the onus on Seguin. 

“Tyler’s got to grab a line and make other people better,” DeBoer said. 
“He’s that type of player. He has that capability.” 

What if he doesn’t, though? That’s not a slight on Seguin; injuries and 
age are real factors. Clearly, as the past two weeks show, Seguin is still 
a capable top-six player on a contending team. But what if he needs 
those elite players around him to be at his best? What if the player who 
fits the picture DeBoer painted in those comments last month is actually 
Hintz? 

“We’ll see what happens when we get to that situation,” DeBoer said on 
Seguin’s play translating to other linemates upon Hintz’s return. “But this 
should be — I think he was waiting for a stretch like this. I think he’s 
deserved a stretch like this. I think he’s worked hard for it. He’s finally 
getting rewarded.” 

The Stars’ lack of that sixth piece in the top six will be a limiting factor 
regardless. It would be surprising if the pairing of Benn and Johnston 
were split up. They’ve had a mutually beneficial relationship and fit each 
other’s speed and game well. Marchment would likely serve as the 
second-line left winger. Then, it’s back to the same question that has 
plagued the Stars all season: What about the right winger on the second 
line? 

The obsession of still trying to figure out Denis Gurianov is something 
that occurs more outside the organization than within it. Gurianov has 
had ample opportunities with numerous players and coaches and has 
failed to live up to his end of the bargain. If the Stars opted to shake up 
the top line, it would be to cater to Seguin and maximize his ability. 
Seguin has shown to be a player at least worth considering that sort of 
seismic move; Gurianov hasn’t. However, because of the lack of 
resources available, the Russian winger would likely get a look, 
especially given his history with Hintz years ago. 

Should the Stars explore keeping Seguin at the top line, what could the 
lineup look like? Here is a potential look at a top nine: 

Robertson — Seguin — Pavelski 

Marchment — Hintz — Gurianov 

Benn — Johnston — Dellandrea 

If Gurianov, who played on the fourth line in Thursday’s win, continues to 
falter, swapping him with Dellandrea could be an option. To think that 
being paired with Hintz will serve as some sort of anecdote for Gurianov 
is a long shot, at best, but it’s one the Stars could choose to explore. 

DeBoer could also look to play some guys out of position, something he’s 
done recently, even if reluctantly. Olofsson has shown some spark and 
could be an option on the left side of the second line, with Marchment 
switching over to the right side of Hintz. Marchment could also return to 
the third line with Benn and Johnston, leaving Hintz to figure things out 
with Olofsson and Dellandrea, something Seguin was tasked with before 
Hintz’s injury. 

Seguin’s play in recent games has opened the conversation, but the 
likeliest scenario is that Hintz reclaims his spot on the top line when 
healthy. The hope would be Seguin could ride his confidence from his 
success and take that to whoever he’s placed with next. As Seguin’s last 
six games have shown, he has more than a little something left in the 
tank. It’s a good problem for the Stars to consider. 

Top line tallies 

Seguin’s first goal was one that probably should have been stopped, but 
it was a strong shot that leaked over the goal line. Its impressiveness 
was in the leadup, with Robertson making a strong play along the boards 
to start the sequence. 
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And Pavelski making a great pass to Seguin to feed him ahead. 

Seguin’s second goal was vintage Seguin. The Stars had the puck in the 
offensive zone and Seguin collected it and put a pretty shot on net. 

Robertson’s goal later in the first period again highlighted his persistence. 
He took the feed from Seguin behind the net and tried for a wraparound 
goal. When it didn’t connect, he tried again and was not denied. 

The secondary assist Heiskanen got on Robertson’s goal gave him 37 
points this season, a career high. 

Scoring lineup 

1G1A (Robertson) — 2G1A (Seguin) — 1A (Pavelski) 

1A (Benn) — 1A (Johnston) — Dellandrea 

Marchment — Glendening — Kiviranta 

Olofsson — Faksa — Gurianov 

1A (Heiskanen) — Miller 

1G (Lindell) — Hakanpaa 

Suter — Hanley 

1.00 save percentage (Wedgewood) 

Nils Lundkvist was a healthy scratch. 

Three plays 

These three non-scoring plays stood out. 

Wedge-wall 

Wedgewood was an absolute wall against the Kings. The Stars provided 
him with goal support, but this wasn’t a case of cruising to a shutout. 
Wedgewood made some monster saves in the third period, but the 
highlight of his night likely was his work on a Kings power play in the 
second period, including this save: 

Heiskanen for Vezina 

As part of his brilliant game overall, Heiskanen helped Wedgewood 
preserve the shutout in the third period. 

Robertson’s read 

The Stars got in some trouble on the power play as the Kings tried to 
make something happen short-handed. First, Heiskanen did good work 
to break up the threat and then Robertson read the play well moments 
later to get the puck for the Stars. Robertson’s hockey IQ is constantly on 
display when he’s on the ice, in big moments and small. 
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Sharks defenseman, after grueling journey, nears next step in comeback 

 

Curtis Pashelka 

3-4 minutes 1/19/2023 

 

SAN JOSE – Defenseman Nikolai Knyzhov, out for the last 20 months 
with a litany of injuries, said he’s ready to play games again, and he 
might get that opportunity sometime in the next week or so with the 
Sharks’ top minor league affiliate. 

Knyzhov practiced again with the Sharks on Thursday, a day before the 
team left for a five-game road trip that starts Saturday in Columbus. 

Knyzhov, though, will remain in San Jose and begin to skate with the 
Barracuda. 

It was unclear as of Thursday if or when Knyzhov would play an AHL 
game, which would be his first at any level since May 2021. The 
Barracuda host the San Diego Gulls on Friday, then start a three-game 
road trip next week, playing in Henderson on Jan. 25 and 27, and 
Bakersfield on Jan. 28. 

Still, Knyzhov has not had any setbacks since he’s been able to take 
contact in practices on Jan. 9, and he’s continued to ramp up his 
conditioning in the meantime. 

“I’m ready,” Knyzhov said Thursday. “I don’t know about (Friday’s) game 
if I’m playing or not. I could be in the lineup (next week). We’ll just see. 
I’m just taking it day by day.” 

The 6-foot-3, 222-pound Knyzhov had surgery in early August to repair a 
torn right Achilles tendon, an injury that typically takes about six months 
to fully heal. He skated for the first time in early November and has made 
steady progress over the last two months. 

“It just feels like everything’s coming back,” Knyzhov said. “Being around 
the guys being in-season, it doesn’t feel like summer training. It feels like 
the games are already going, so you’re trying to get into the lineup as 
fast as you can. 

“I feel like we’ve done a lot in the last few weeks.” 

In his one full NHL year in 2020-2021, Knyzhov, a left shot, played in all 
56 games and averaged close to 17 minutes of ice time per night for the 
Sharks as he finished the season as Erik Karlsson’s defense partner. A 
fluid and effortless skater, Knyzhov, who had added close to 30 pounds 
to his frame over the last three-plus years, turned into one of the few 
Sharks’ bright spots during a challenging 21-28-7 season. 

Since then, Knyzhov, 24, has needed multiple surgeries, including sports 
hernia surgery and others involving his adductor muscles. He also had to 
fight off a bone infection during that time. 

Knyzhov, though, doesn’t want to dwell on what’s happened in the past. 

“I don’t really think about it,” he said. “If I focus on that, then it sounds like 
a negative. What I’m trying to (focus on) is, I’m in good shape, I’m 
competing with the guys and I don’t feel like I missed a day.” 

The undrafted Knyzhov was originally signed by the Sharks as a free 
agent in July 2019. He signed a one-year, one-way contract extension 
last April and is slated to become a restricted free agent this summer. 
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Simek Being Extra Careful With 2nd Concussion This Season 

 

Max Miller 

3-3 minutes 1/19/2023 

 

Radim Simek wants to make sure he is 110 percent before returning to 
the line-up. 

On New Year’s Eve, the San Jose Sharks defenseman collided with 
Dallas Stars forward Mason Marchment, suffering a concussion. 

Radim Simek shaken up here. 

“[He is a] big guy. He did a good move for him, bad move for me. That’s 
all I can say,” Simek said on Tuesday. 
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Simek has skated the last three days at the end of practice, among his 
first trips back on the ice since that reverse hit. So he is progressing. 

But it’s his second concussion this season, after a Mason Shaw 
cheapshot in November. 

SJHN Daily: Simek Says Shaw Hit ‘Dirty’ 

“Like one day you can feel like good, you know? You can do hard stuff in 
the gym and on the bike,” Simek explained of his current plight. “But the 
next day, sometimes I was like [feeling it] more than the day before.” 

San Jose Sharks head coach David Quinn also addressed the media on 
Tuesday about Simek’s process to return to the lineup. 

“He’s dying to get back in there. We’re dying to get him in there,” Quinn 
said. “We’re just gonna have to let the healing process run its course.” 

Both Quinn and Simek want to play it even more cautiously than they did 
the last time. 

Simek told San Jose Hockey Now that he feels that this concussion is 
lasting longer because it is the second one he’s had this season. 

“Maybe I could’ve stayed [out like] two more games, but I was 100 
percent,” Simek said of his Nov. 25 return from Shaw’s Nov. 13 high hit. 

So Simek wants to be better than 100 percent in his next return. 

Without a proper timetable to return, Simek has begun to feel the mental 
effects of being away from the team. 

“It’s tough. I’ve [been out] two weeks already,” Simek said. “Hopefully, I 
will stay with the team soon, and I will play soon. It’s a hard time for me 
now.” 
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Big Defensive Plays by Karlsson, Eyssimont Close Out Stars 

 

Sheng Peng 

4-5 minutes 1/19/2023 

 

Two defensive plays stood out to me, as the San Jose Sharks held on for 
dear life to a one-goal lead in the dying minutes of last night’s 5-3 victory 
over the Dallas Stars. 

They came from two perhaps surprising Sharks. 

Jake Oettinger out of the net and the Stars with the extra man, Erik 
Karlsson (65) has no hesitation when Jason Robertson (21) receives the 
high-low pass from Colin Miller (6). Robertson looks surprised by 
Karlsson’s explosion. 

Nico Sturm (7) does a good job, by the way, rotating to the slot area that 
Karlsson has vacated and fronting Tyler Seguin (91). 

For Karlsson, who scored four points last night to add to his defensemen-
leading 62, it’s an example of his underrated defense. 

I’m not trying to tell you that Karlsson is a great defensive defenseman. 
He’s not. But there are situations, like when he can use his speed to his 
advantage here, where Karlsson is a very effective defender. 

It’s funny that it’s Peter DeBoer behind the bench for the Stars right now. 
DeBoer, of course, coached the San Jose Sharks when Karlsson was 
acquired in Sept. 2018. 

“I saw this level of play,” DeBoer said of Karlsson’s spectacular season, 
“when he first got here, a little bit through our run to the Conference 
Final.” 

DeBoer was referring to the December-January stretch during that 2018-
19 season when Karlsson racked up 28 points in 19 games and the 
Sharks went 15-3-1. Then, Karlsson suffered a groin injury that would 
hamper him the rest of the season and eventually sideline him in the 
Conference Final. 

“There were injuries and things that kind of sidetracked him during my 
tenure,” DeBoer noted. 

Karlsson’s explosion on Robertson reminded me of how the two-time 
Norris Trophy winner was defending during that dominating 2018-19 
stretch. I thought he was the best player in the world at that time, not just 
because of his offensive production, but how he defended the likes of 
Connor McDavid and Nikita Kucherov, which I wrote about at Fear the 
Fin. 

I don’t think Karlsson is defending consistently at this level right now – I 
chalk that up due to age and injuries, that he can’t summon that skating 
as easily as he used to – but it’s there enough these days that I would 
not call him a bad defender either. 

There are things that the 6-foot-0 blueliner is good at defensively, things 
that he’s bad at, which I wrote about last week. 

“I know the points look the way they do and that’s what he always does, 
but just go watch what happened on that 6-on-5,” Karlsson’s current 
head coach David Quinn said. “He was determined to make sure that we 
weren’t going to give up a goal, the way he defended and how hard he 
competed.” 

Karlsson offered: “You just have to be a little bit more aggressive when 
they’re on the perimeter, not having full control of the puck. We’re not 
giving them easy plays, waiting for that opportunity to shoot it when they 
want to.” 

The other defensive play that I loved at 5-on-6 was by Mikey Eyssimont, 
who took out Miro Heiskanen (4) to set up the Logan Couture (39) empty-
net goal. 

“He did a helluva job creating it, winning that battle on the blueline,” 
Quinn noted. 

From waiver claim to first line to closing games, Eyssimont has been a 
revelation through five games with the San Jose Sharks. 

“He’s earned it,” Quinn said. “You gotta judge people by what you see.” 
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